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1. Name of Property 

Asheville School 
historic name ----------------c----------------------

Asheville School for Boys 
other names/site number----------------------------------

2. Location 

street & number Asheville School Road f:Y ~ot for publication 

city or town Asheville ~~cinity 
state North Carolina codel":IQ___ county -"B"'u""""n"'"'c"'o'-'m"busec._ ____ _ code Jl.2j_ zip code 2 8 8 o 6 

3. State/Federal Agency Certification 

As the designated authoritY under the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended, I hereby certify that this XX nomination 
0 request for determination of eligibility meets the documentation standards for registering properties in the National Register of 
Historic Places and meets the p(ocedural and professional requirements set forth in 36 CFR Part 60. In my opinion, the property 
~ meets 0 does not meet the National Register criteria. I recommend that this property be considered significant 
0 nationally 0 statewide fXJ locally. {0 See continuation sheet for additional comments.) 

ia,~ SUP 
icialffitle 

State of Federal agency and bureau 

In my opinion, the property 0 meets 0 does not meet the National Register criteria. {0 See continuation sheet for additional 
comments.) 

Signature of certifying oHicialmlle 

State or Federal agency and bureau 

4. National Park Service Certification 
I hereby certify that the property is: 

0 entered in the National Register. 
0 See continuation sheet. 

0 determined eligible for the 
National Register 

0 See continuation sheet. 

0 determined not e.ligible for the 
National Register. 

0 removed from the National 
Register. 

0 other. (explain:) _____ _ 

Date 

Signature of the Keeper Date of Action 

See Additional Documentation
at end of nomination



Asheville School 

Name of Property 

5. Classification 

Ownership of Property 
(Che<::l< as many boxes as apply) 

X3l private 
0 public·local 
0 public.State 
0 public·Federal 

Category of Property 
(Check only one box) 

0 buildlng(s) 
x~ district 

0 site 
0 structure 
0 object 

Name of related multiple property listing 
(Enter "N/A" if prOP9rty is not part of a multiple property listing.) 

N/A 

6. Function or Use 

Historic Functions 
(Enter categories from instructions) 

EDUCATION: School 

7. Descri tlon 

Architectural Classification 
(Enter categories fro(Jl instructions) 

Tudor Rev1val 

Art Deco 

Narrative Description 

Buncombe Co. North Carolina 

County and State 

Number of Resources within Property 
(Do not include previousty listed resources in !he count.) 

Contributing Noncontributing 

10 4 buildings 

1 1 sites 
1 3 structures 

objects 
12 8 Total 

Number of contributing resources previously listed 
In the National Register 

0 

Current Functions 
{Enter categories from instructions) 

EDUCATION· School 

Materials 
{Enter categories from instructions) 

foundation ....:b:..:r=-1=-· c=k ____________ _ 

walls _...,!,!bc;,r_,i'-'c"'k"-------------
granite 

roof_~a~s~hliaLlLt~-------------
limestone ·other ________________ _ 

(Describe the historic and current condition of the property on one or more continuation sheets.) 

See continuation sheets 



ASheville School 

Name ot Property 

8. Statement of Significance 

Applicable National Register Criteria 
{Marl< "x" In one or more boxes lor the crilerta. qualifying the property 
for National Register listing.) 

x~ A Property is associated with events that have made 
a significant contribution to the broad patterns of 
our history. 

0 B Property is associated with the lives of persons 
significant in our past. 

}!]I C Property embodies the distinctive characteristics 
of a type, period, or method of construction or 
represents the work of a master, or possesses 
high artistic values, or represents a significant and 
distinguishable entity whose components lack 
individual distinction. 

0 D Property has yielded, or is likely to yield, 
information important in prehistory or history. 

Criteria Considerations 
{Mark "x" in all the boxes that apply.) 

Property is: 

0 A owned by a religious institution or used for 
religious purposes. 

0 B removed from its original location. 

0 C a birthplace or grave. 

0 0 a cemetery. 

0 E a reconstructed building, object, or structure. 

0 F a commemorative property. 

0 G less than 50 years of age or achieved significance 
within the past 50 years. 

Narrative Statement of Significance 
(Explain the significance of the property on one or more continuation sheets.) 

9. Major Bibliographical References 
Bibliography 

Buncombe Co., North Carolina 
County and State 

'Areas of Significance 
(Enter categories from Instructions) 

Architecture 

Landscape Architecture 

Education 

Period of Significance 
1900-1946 

Significant Dates 

1900 

Significant Person 
{Complete if Criterion B is marked above) 

N A 

Cultural AHiliation 
N/A 

Architect/Builder 

Dyer ,John ~tlton Architect 
Lord, Anthony - Architect 

(see continuation sheet) 

(Cite the books, articles, and other sources used in preparing this form on one or more continuation sheets.) 

Previous documentation on file (NPS): 

0 preliminary determination of individual listing (36 
CFR 67) has been requested 

0 previously listed in the National Register 
0 previously determined eligible by the National 

Register 
0 designated a National Historic Landmark 
0 recorded by Historic American Buildings Survey 

# ________________ __ 

0 recorded by Historic American Engineering 
Record # ____________ __ 

Primary location of additional data: 

~ State Historic Preservation Office 
0 Other State agency 
0 Federal agency 
0 Local government 
0 University 
~Other 

Name of repositorvh: . Schoo 1 Archives. AS ev111e 



Asheville· School 

Name of Property 

1 o. Geographical Data 

Acreage of Property _asu,0e~0,ur'-o\,U;x._,.,___:2::_:7:_:6::_---"a..cc:.Jr'-'e=s~-

UTM References 
(Place additional UTM references on a continuation shea!.) 

Zone Easting Northing 

2 llJ2J 1315 1313 ,o,o 1 13 1913 17ls 1o 1ol 

Verbal Boundary Description 
(Describe the boundaries of the property on a continualion sheet.} 

Boundary Justification 
{Explain why the bo~n~aries were selected on a continuation sheet.} 

11. Form Prepared By 

Buncombe Co .. NOrth Carolina 
Counry and State 

3 ~J J3JS 13 14 181o 1 13 19 J3 17 Jl e_ I 0 I 
Zone Easting Northing 

4 LLlJ I3/S,3/2.L4_ill /319!317 /Q 1610 I 
1Gi See continuation sheet 

Sybil Argintar Bowers, Preservation Planhing Consultant 
name/title Research assistance provjded by Donna Te{ds archivist AsbeviJ Je School 

Bowers Southeastern Preservation organization -~--::_::__::_:::__:_:_:_:::_:_::_:_:__::_::_:_:_:_:__::_::::_:::__::_::~=-:~:..:.:-- date February l, 1996 

street & number _l_6_6 __ P_e __ ar_s_o __ n_D_r_i_cv_e ________ _ telephone _{,_7'-'0'-4"-')'--'2::.:5::.:3::._-_:_1::._ 3"-"-92 __ _ 

city or town ___ A:.:_::_s;_h~e:__v:_:_i_:l~l:__e:::__:_ ___________ _ slate -~N:..::C:___ __ zip code ..:2::..:8::..:8:..:0=1 __ _ 

Additional Documentation 
Submit the following items with the completed form: 

Continuation Sheets 

Maps 

A USGS map (7.5 or 15 minute series) indicating the property's location. 

A Sketch map for historic districts and properties having large acreage or numerous resources. 

Photographs 

Representative black and white photographs of the property. 

Additional items 
(Check wilh the SHPO or FPO for any additional items) 

Pro e Owner 
(Complete this- item at the request of SHPO or FPO.) see 1t1onal property owner) 

name The Asheville School, Inc. 

Asheville School Road 
street & number--------------------- telephone _ __:(c_7_0_4__:)_2_5_4_-_6:._3:._4_S:____ 

city or town __ _,_A'-'s,_h=e;;v--'i'-'1~1-=e'-------------- state _jNccC"------- zip code ~2~8u8uO.u6"-----

Paperwork Reduction Act Statement: This information is being collected for applications to the National Register of Historic Places to nominate 
properties for listing or determine eligibility for listing, to list properties, and to amend existing listings. Response to this request is required to obtain 
a benefit in accordance with the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended {16 U.S.C. 470 et seq.). 

Estimated Burden Statement: Public reporting burden for this form is estimated to average 18.1 hours per response including time for reviewing 
1nsrructions, g~thering and maintaining data. and completing and revieWing the form. Direct comments regarding this burden esfimate or any aspect 
of this form to the Chief, Administrative Services Division, Natipnal Park Service, P.O. Box 37127. Washington, DC 20013-7127: and the Office of 
\·lanagement and Budge!, Paper.vorl< Reductions Projects (1024-00iS}, Washington, OC 20503. 
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Buncombe County. NC 

Asheville School is located on the west side of the city of Asheville. The heavily 
wooded perimeter of the campus is surrounded by Highway 19/23 (Patton A venue) on 
the northwest, a Southern Railroad line on the southwest, Interstate 40 on the south, Sand 
Hill Road on the southeast, and Malvern Hills subdivision on the northeast. (see aerial 
photo 1) The campus is comprised of approximately 276 acres, with a winding entrance 
road leading uphill from Highway 19/23 into the core of the campus, where the greatest 
concentration of contributing buildings are locatep. The entrance to this road is 
demarcated by a stone retaining wall, built in the 1950s when Highway 19/23 was 
widened to the current four lanes. Lining this entrance road are native evergreen 
plantings, many of them planted in the 1930s when Chauncey Beadle, landscape gardener 
for the Biltmore Estate, donated his design services to the school. To the west of the 
main entrance road is a cemetery, not historically or currently part of the school's 
property, but part of this nomination since it is completely sunoi.lllded by land owned by 
the school. On the southern edge of the property is the lakebed, now infilled with low 
shrubs and pines. This was the location of the lake which was an important part of the 
athletics program at Asheville School from its founding until the dam could no longer be 
maintained and the lake was drained in 1987. Continuing on the main drive, heading 
south, is Kehaya House to the west and the faculty duplexes, also to the west of the road. 
The main entrance road wraps around towards the southeast, between the Headmaster's 
Cottage and the Bement Guest House, at the edge of the mai!l campus. A branch road 
breaks away at this point, to the southeast, leading to the rear semi-circular entrance drive 
of the Bement Guest House, and continuing into the wooded area to a gravel and dirt 
road which leads to the stables. The main drive continues up the hill in front of the three 
main administration/classroom/dormitory buildings. These three main buildings are 
located roughly in a straight line which runs from northwest to southeast, on a ridge near 
the northwest side of the grounds, at the center of the property. All three buildings face 
the athletic facilities located in the fields which slope away towards the southwest, and 
unobstructed views towards Mt. Pisgah. An elliptical green space with a circular drive 
is located in front of Anderson and Lawrence Halls. This drive breaks away towards the 
southwest, leading slightly downhill to the Crawford Music House and Rodgers 
Memorial Athletic Center. This secondary loop road completely encloses Boyd Chapel, 
which is set among a large, grassy area, A series of walkways connects the three main 
buildings with all others in this grouping, with walkways to the rear of Anderson Hall 
leading to the Headmaster's Cottage and the carriage house. Additional contributing 
buildings are closely massed around these buildings, with the only non-contributing 
building in this cluster being the new Rodgers Memorial Athletic Center located below 
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this ridge in the fields to the southeast. (See aerial photo 2) The majority of 
contributing buildings are of the Tudor Revival style, dating from 1900 to 1947. The 
exception to this architectural style is the Art Deco Boyd Chapel, built in 1928. A new 
girls dmmitory, Kehaya House, built in 1990, is located to the notiheast of the main 
core of historic buildings, and the Walker Arts Center, a new arts and student center, 
dating from 1982 and 1993, is located in the footprint of the 1912 Perkins Gymnasium, 
to the northeast of Lawrence Hall. Overall, the Asheville School campus retains a high 
degree of integrity, and shows an evolving campus which began with the original three 
buildings located on a ridge high above the fields, to the additional support structures, 
classroom buildings, and faculty housing which was built in the later part of the 
school's period of significance. With the exception of the Rodgers Memorial Athletic 
Center, all new constmction within the last twenty years has been placed on the fringes 
of the main core of historic buildings, or on a secondary ridge to the northeast. This 
siting of buildings has helped to retain the original, unobstmcted views to the 
southwest. In addition, most of the original site upon which the school was built has 
remained as school property, including the lake area to the south of the buildings and 
athletic fields, and appears today much as it did originally, with the exception ofthe 
lake no longer serving as a functional athletic facility. 

1. Landscape. Contributing site. 1900-1946. 
The entire campus is included in the historic district boundary, since the land currently 
as~ociated with the property was also part of the property historically. The original 
campus consisted of approximately 397 acres, while the cunent property is 
approximately 276 acres. Lands to the north, east, and south have been sold since the 
mid-1920s, but the historic core of the campus, including the original lake bed and 
portions of the original wooded area to the west, are still part of the current campus. 

Much of the land to the north of the current campus which was part of the school until 
at least the 1950s is currently Highway 19/23 and commercial highway buildings. To 
the northeast, Malvern Hills subdivision is located in an area that was originally part of 
the campus. This subdivision was developed by one of Asheville School's founders, 
Newton Anderson, "in the mid-1920s. He assembled some land not part of the 
Asheville School, and also sold some of the land from the School in order to develop 
Malvern Hills. Only a small portion of this development ever happened in the 1920s, 
but the roads were laid out and a few houses were built. Most of the neighborhood was 
completed in the 1960s. The land to the southeast, which now is newer subdivisions 
along Sand Hill Road, was also originally part of the campus. Land along the south 
side of the property, now subdivisions and Interstate-40, was also part of Asheville 
School originally. The western boundary of the property is changed very little from its 
original configuration. The entrance into the property is by way of a curving, tree
lined road, originally Cranesway Drive, and now called Asheville School Road. When 
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Highway 19/23 (Patton Avenue) was widened in the mid-1950s, this entrance road was 
redone and the current stone retaining wall structure was built. To the east of this entry 
road, and curving around in a hook configuration to the southeast, is a wooded area 
bought in 1995 by Asheville School, Inc. to serve as a buffer at the entrance to the 
campus. The entry road winds around to the south along what has historically been 
known as "Faculty Row" and then turns west into the central core of the campus. 
Roads leading to the various buildings are curving, with large evergreens and hardwood 
trees dotting the grassy areas between the roads. Chauncey Beadle, head landscape 
architect for the Biltmore Estate, and step-father to two boys who attended Asheville 
School, donated his services in 1934 to the School. His plans included a 
reconfiguration of the entrance road which runs north-south from Highway 19/23 and 
then turns in an east-west direction from in front of the Headmaster's Cottage to the 
front of the administration buildings. This plan was implemented by the School in the 
1930s, along with individual landscape plantings for the Crawford Music House and the 
Bement House. Most of the foundation plantings which Beadle designed for these two 
buildings are gone. However, many of the large evergreen trees along the entrance 
road are still intact. Casual undefined fields to the south of the central core of the 
campus were developed very early in the school's history as athletic facilities. (See 
aerial photo 3) These are still in use today as soccer, baseball, hockey, and football 
fields, with a track surrounding the· football field. A three-foot chain link fence 
surrounds the track area. New tennis courts were added in this same general area in 
the early 1980s, with a fence structure surrounding them, approximately ten feet in 
height. Despite this height, the green chain link fence disappears into the landscape. 
To the southeast of the Bement House, down a gravel and dirt road, are two new 
stables and a riding ring. Also on the south side of the campus is the lake bed for Lake 
Ashnoca. This lakebed is the location of the original lake which was historically 
associated with the school and utilized until 1987, when the dam was no longer 
maintained and the lake was drained. This lake played a major role in the. physical 
education of the students, serving as the site of a variety of athletic endeavors of the 
students including swimming instruction and a crew team. (See aerial photo 4) A 
series of roads leads to the -north side of this lake bed, all that was ever developed from 
a proposed sub-division in the late 1920s known as Asheville School Estates. The 
former dam for the lake is still visible at the southeast comer of the property from Sand 
Hill Road. The lake bed itself is still visible as a large clearing. although smaller 
scrubby undergrowth and pine trees have started to infill the area. There is a 
boathouse, located on the north side of the lake, near the eastern edge. To the south 
and west sides of the property is a large wooded area which buffers the main campus 
from 1-40 and Highway 19/23. 

Contributing Structures Within the Landscape: 

1A: Road Network 1D: Baseball Field 
lB: Hockey Field 
1C: Soccer Field 

lE: Football Field 
1F: Dam & Lakebed 

Noncontributing Structures Within the Landscape: 

IG: Track 1H: Tennis Courts 
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2. Cemetery, Non-contributing site. 1845-1980s. 

Buncombe County. NC 

This cemetery, while containing markers dating back as early as 1845, was never part of 
the Asheville School campus, and is therefore non-contributing to the significance of this 
nomination. Historically, it was owned by the Henry family of the Hominy Valley, but 
in recent years has been in the ownership and care of a local church, Acton United 
Methodist Church, designated as trustees for the property. This three-acre clearing is 
located to the west of the main entrance road into· the Asheville School campus, near 
Highway 19/23. It sits on a hill above the road. and is completely surrounded by a 
wooded area owned by Asheville School. A dirt and gravel access road leads to it from 
the school's entrance road. Some of the family names visible in the cemetery include 
Lovelace, Fox, Moore, Taylor, Hutsell, Henry, Hyatt, Hawkins, Gudger, and Kelly. 
Many of the graves are unmarked, with only granite stones protruding above the ground 
to denote a burial site. 

Building/structure inventory runs primarily from the north to the south side of the 
campus: 

3, Lawrence Hall. Contributing building. 1907. 
Lawrence Hall is the third of the main campus buildings constructed soon after the 
school's founding. Its location adjacent to the Walker Arts Center (#4) provides a 
northern terminus for the building complex. While not fully documented, it is likely 
that this building, as well as Mitchell Hall (#6) and the Headmaster's Cottage (#13) were 
designed by John Milton Dyer of Cleveland, Ohio. School records indicate he definitely 
designed Anderson Hall (#11), the first building on the campus. Stylistically these other 
buildings are in keeping with Anderson, so'Dyer probably was involved in their design as 
well. Funding for its construction came from the M.J. Lawrence family of Cleveland, 
Ohio, in memory of their son Percy Lawrence (Class of 1906). Originally this building 
was known as "Senior House". It is a long, linear building set on a ridge which runs 
north-south, and is oriented towards the southwest and the view towards the athletic 
fields and Mt. Pisgah beyond. This ridge drops away sharply to the northwest, 
providing for a lowered area and an above-ground basement level on the northwest 
elevation of the building. The building was originally used as a dormitory, which it 
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remains today, along with some administrative offices on the lower floor. The three
story-plus- basement building is a Tudor Revival style with a hip roof, exposed rafter 
ends, and hip roof dormers. Dormer walls are half-timbered. The basement, first and 
second story walls are brick, while the third is half-timbered, Window sills and lintels 
are limestone. The exterior of the building is primarily intact, except for the replacement 
of windows in the 1980s. The windows currently are one-over-one double hung, in 
single, doubles, and triples. All first floor windows are slightly taller than the other 
floors. A three-story addition at the northwest corner, built ca. 1965, and named Clarke 
House, replaces a wraparound porch which was there originally, This addition is housing 
for faculty and their families. 

Beginning with the southwest or front elevation, there are a total of twenty bays. Bays 
1 and 2 comprise Clarke House, and project out from the building to the southwest Bay 
1 on all levels have one-over-one single windows, and Bay 2 has triple windows. Bays 3 
and 4 of the building forms the southeast elevation o( Clarke House, with single and · 
double one-over-one windows. Bay 5 begins the original section of the building. At the 

. basement level is the front door which is six-panel surrounded by a limestpne frame. 
The first floor has double one-over-one windows, and the second and third floors are 
single one-over-one windows. Bays 6, 8, 10, 12, and 14 are all the same, with all levels 
having double one-over-one windows, Bays 7, 9, 11, 13, and 15 are the same, with brick 
at the basement level, and double one-over-one windows on the upper three floors. An 
attached porch projects out to the southwest in front of Bays 16-19 of the building, 
Porch details are the sameas on Anderson Hall (#11). Steps are to the sides of the porch, 
and the roof is slightly hipped. The entire porch structure is raised on brick piers with 
lattice between them, used for storage areas under the porch, Bay 16 at the basement is 
the entry to the library. The door here is a double door with small square lights. The 
fust floor, at the porch level, is the main entry to the building, The door is a single light 
over a panel, with sidelights and a transom. The second and third floors have double 
one-over-one windows. Bay 17, at the basement, has smaller double one-over-one 
windows. The remaining floors have double one-over-one windows. Bay 18 is the same 
as Bay 15. Bay 19 has no windows at the basement leveL Bay 20 comprises the stair 
tower which was added to the building between 1917 and 1925 (Sanborn maps). This 
tower recedes back slightly from the front elevation of the building. It is four stories plus 
a basement, with a hip roof. The basement has a door only, the first floor is brick, the 
second and third floors have openings where windows were originally placed, and the 
fourth floor is a solid half-timbered wall with no windows. The southeast elevation of 
the building consists of three bays. Bay 1 at the basement has smaller, double one-over-
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one wmdows. The first fluor has larger, double one-over-one windows, and the second 
and third have smaller double windows. Bays 2 and 3 project out to the southeast, as part 
of the stair tower, with a concrete stair structure at the front. The northeast or rear 
elevation has a total of 19 bays. Bay 1 is the stair tower, which projects slightly to the 
northeast. As on other elevations, it is four stories plus a basement. Between the first 
and secorid, and second and third floors are openings for single one-over-one windows. 
The fourth Door has double two-over-two. windows, which are original to the building. 
Bays 2-4 project slightly to the northeast. Bay 2 has double one-over-one windows on all 
three floors. Bays 3 and 4 are the same, .with small double one-over-one windows at 
the basement, and larger double windows on the remaining floors. The only exception to 
this is that on Bay 3 the first floor has a single one-over-one window opening which has 
been infilled with brick. Bays 5-7 are the same as Bay 4. Bays 8,' 12, 14, and 16 are the 
same, with double one-over-one windows on the first, second, and third floors, and brick 
at the basement level with no window openings. Bay 9 at the basement has a single 
small one-over-one window ()pening infilled ~~iJh brick, and double windows on the 
remaining floors. Bay 10 has a five-panel door at the basement, and double windows on 
the remaining floors. Bays 11, 13, and 15 are the same, with double windows on all 
three levels. Bays 16 and 17 continue the southeast elevation of Clarke House. Bays 18 
and 19 are the northeast elevation of Clarke House, with Bay 18 consisting of small one
over-one windows at the basement only, and no other window openings. Bay 19 has a 
double window at the basement, and no other openings. The northwest elevation is all 
Clarke House, a full four stories plus basement. It is seven bays total. Bays I and 2 have 
covered parking at the sub-basement level, and double windows at the first floor only. 
Bays 3, 6, and 7 are essentially the same as Bays I and 2, with small single windows at 
the basement level. Bays 4 and 5 are the same, with parking at the basement level, and 
double windows on all other floors. 

4. Walker Arts Center/Sham Hali/Tyrer Center. Non-contributing building. 
1912, 1982, 1993. 

Located at the northern terminus of the main complex of buildings, the Walker Arts 
Center/Sharp Hall/Tyrer Center is a compound building facility erected in stages on a 
former athletic facility which was composed of a gymnasium and ball courts. While 
completely renovated, this building retains an unusual assymetrical footprint. The two 
sections of the one and one-half story building with front gable roofs are angled slightly 
towards each other. The main entrance door is located between these two wings. The 
brick plaza, located at the main or southwest elevation of the building, was added when 
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the current renovations were completed. The northern portion of this building, larger 
than the newer southern section, currently houses the Walker Arts Center and still retains 
the brick walls of the original 1912 Perkins Gymnasium which was located on the same 
site as this building. All of the front facade of the building, which faces southwest, has 
been completely remodeled, removing the original grid system of transom type windows. 
The rooms currently used for music and art studios on the northernmost part of the 
building oiiginally ·hoi1sed the squash courts, and the Walker Arts Theater was the 
original basketball court. The southern portion of the building was also originally part of 
the gymnasium complex and housed the apparatus and wrestling room. This section, 
including ihe swimming pool to the southeast, was completely torn down to build the 
current dining hall (Sharp Hall) and student center (Tyrer Center). While the entire 
building fits thesame footprint of the Perkins Gym and is a sensitive new structure, all of 
the original portions of the building have been sufficiently reworked to make this a non
contributing building. Dalton and Shook of Charlotte, NC designed the Walker Arts 
Center (1982), and Phil Shive, also of Charlotte, designed Sharp Hall{fyrer Center 
(1993). 

5. Crawford Music House. Contributing building. 1937. 
Designed by Asheville architect Anthony Lord, this simple, one room, one-story building 
was built as the music house for the campus with funds donated to the school by John M. 
Crawford (Class of 1933). This simple, one-story Tudor Revival style building consists 
of an entry hall and a single large room. The side gable roof is slate, and walls are brick 
with multi-light casement windows. It has a brick end chimney. Cedar and hollies 
surround the foundation of the building. Chauncey Beadle worked with Mr. Lord in 
planning the original landscape for the building, but most of this no longer exists. It is 
sited towards the southwest of the campus building complex, with views out over the 
athletic fields. The southwest or front elevation is two bays wide. Bay 1 consists of a 
bay window with a fixed multi-light window in the center, and casement windows on the 
sides. Bay 2 is the front door which is a beaded vertical board design surrounded by a 
molded door frame,and an iron wall sconce which was designed by Anthony Lord. A 
brick patio projects out to the southwest in front of the door. The southeast elevation is 
one bay wide. An off-centered double casement window with a molded frame and brick 
sill is located at the easternmost side of the elevation. Dentil blocks are located about 
halfway up into the gable, the same as on Memorial Hall (#9). The northeast or rear 
elevation faces the other campus buildings. It is two bays wide. Bay I has a door and 
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wall sconce the same as on the front of the building, and Bay 2 has a double casement 
window, The northwest elevation is predominated by an end chimney with projecting 
decorative brick in a diamond pattern above the shoulder of the chimney. Dentil blocks 
divide the shoulder from the stack of the chimney, The chimney is corbeled at the top. 
There are two bays on this elevation. Bay 1 in th~e,asternmost corner has a multi-light 
over panel door into the basement, and Bay 2 has a triple light rectangular window at the 
basement level. Inside, the building continues the Tudor Revival style, but also includes 
many Arts & Crafts details, An entry hall runs from the southwest to the northeast of the 
building, with doors to the exterior on either end. A rope design crown molding, milled 
in South Carolina, and probably the same molding as is used in Memorial Hall (#9), is 
visible in, the entry area. The light fixture is original, and there is a closet on the 
southeast wall with double vertical panel doors, Floors here and throughout the building 
are oak. In the main performance/listening room, entered from the hall through double, 
vertical panel doors, the ceiling consists of exposed trusses and rafters, with acoustical 
tile panels between the rafters. Frank Arthur, an artisan who worked in the vocational 
arts program at Asheville School, and who was also associated with the Artisan's 
Workshop in Biltmore Forest, carved the frieze over the fireplace as well as the cabinet 
on the northeast wall. William Dodge crafted a silver plaque in memory of Howard 
Bement, which hangs on the northeast wall. The rope crown molding continues into this 
room. The wainscot in the room consists of tall, beaded boards which vary between wide 
and narrow panels. Walls above the wainscot are rough plaster. The window seat on the 
southwest wall is original. The fueplace wall on the northwest wall of the room retains 
its original paneling and bookcases on either side of die manteL The mantel area projects 
slightly into the room, with paneling above the fireplace, and the Frank Arthur frieze in 
the center of the mantel consisting of a grapevine motif. On either side of this carved 
frieze are long, vertical panels with fluting above them. The mantel shelf is very narrow 
with wood den til blocks just below it. The hearth is a herringbone brick pattern, also like 
Memorial Hall. 

6. Mitchell Hall. Contributing building. 1903. 
Originally called "The School", all classrooms and offices were moved from Anderson 

, Hall (#11) into this building upon its completion. The second of the main buildings built 
on the campus, this building, located south of Lawrence Hall (#3) and the Walker Arts 
Center (#4), faces the southwest towards the fields and Mt. Pisgah. While not 
documented, it is likely that John Milton Dyer designed this building. It is a long, linear 
plan, with porches on the front and rear of the building. It is primarily a two-story plus 
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basement in height, with a center projecting portion which is three stories plus a 
basement. Walls on the lower floors are brick, with half-timbering on the uppermost 
floor. Sills and lintels of the windows are limestone, with the sills forming a continuous 
band around the building, dividing the basement level from the first floor. The roof is 
hip, and all windows are 1980s replacements of the original, unless noted otherwise. The 
current windows, like those of Lawrence and Anderson halls, are one-over-one double 
hung style. The southwest or front elevation of the building is fifteen bays wide. Bay 
1, at the northwest corner, is a two-story stair tower, added to the building in the 1960s. 
Single windows with wavy glass intact are placed within the tower. Bays 2-6 are the 
same, with double windows on every floor. Bays 7-9 forms the central entry area. Bay 7 
at the basement and first floor level has a triple window, with double windo.ws on the 
second and third floors. Bay 8 at the basement consists of double doors with a long, 
single light. The first floor entry doors are also double, each a single light over a panel, 
with a transom above. The original single windows on either side of the door have been 
retrofitted. Bay 9 is the same as Bay 7. Projecting to the southwest in front of these 
three central bays is the attached front porch with a hip roof and exposed rafter ends. 
Floors and ceiling of the porch are narrow boards. Balusters are 2 x 2's, with a beveled 
banister. Round columns set on a raised base are in pairs on either side of the stairs. 
Single columns support the roof structure elsewhere around the porch. Columns are 
molded at the top and bottom. Corners of the porch are brick piers, with columns 
adjacent to them. Above the columns is a paneled frieze and paneled soffits are located 
between the columns. The entire porch is raised above the basement level, and is 
supported on brick piers and wooden arches. The front stairs project out to the front of 
the porch, with two side concrete staircases covered by a high brick cheek wall leading 
to a.centrallanding. This stair structure was built in 1938, but originally the wooden 
staircase was a single one projecting straight out from the porch. Bays 10-14 of the 
southwest elevation are the same, with double windows on every floor. Bay 15 is the 
stair tower on the southeast side of the building, also added in the 1960s. The southeast 
elevation is two bays wide. Bay 1 is the projecting brick wall of the stair tower, with 
half-timbering at the upper level. Bay 2 at the basement has double windows. The first 
floor is brick, and the second is half-timbered walls, with no windows. The northeast.or 
rear elevation faces onto the newer quad area which runs in a northeastern direction 
with Kehaya House (#7) at the end. This elevation is fourteen bays wide. Bay 1 is the 
two-story stair tower, with a six-panel double door at the basement level, and a single, 
narrow window on the first floor. Bays 2-6 are the same, and are identical to Bays 2-6 
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on the front of the building. Bays 7-9 are three stories plus a basement, also like on the 
front of the building. A new porch facing the quad area, which is an exact duplicate ·of 
the front porch, projects out to the northeast in front of these three bays. Bay 7 of the 
building has two single windows at the basement, a triple window on the first, and 
double windows on the second and third floors. Bay 8 has a new entry door at the 
basement level, reached by concrete semi-circular steps. The door is a single light with 
paneled framing, with stucco infill on either side. The first floor of this bay is a new rear 
doorway, with in fill around it. There are no windows on the second floor. The third 
floor has a quadruple window;with the two center windows having been converted into a 
single fixed pane, and one-over-one windows on either side. Bay 9 on the basement and 
first floor has triple windows, and double windows on the second and third. Bays 10-14 
are all the same with double windows, except Bay 10 at the second floor has a single 
window. Bay 1 of the northwest elevation is the same as the southeast elevation, except 
a double fire door to the starr tower is located at the lower floor. Bay 2 of this elevation 
has a single window, now bricked in, at the basement level, three single windows bricked 
in at the first floor, and no windows in the half-timbered wall of the second floor. 

7. Kehaya House. Non-contributing building. 1990. 
Sited to the northeast of the main cluster of historic buildings, this three-story brick 
building, in a triangular configuration, with a flat roof, was designed by Phil Shive of 
Charlotte. Windows are single two-light panes with transoms above. ·It currently serves 
as the girls' dormitory. 

8. Boyd Chaoel. Contributing building. 1928. 
The Chapel building is the only Art Deco style building on the school campus. Designed 
by Thomas Hibben of Indianapolis, it is an excellent example of the style, utilizing pink 
and gray granite from Salisbury, NC, and most likely, Indiana limestone for much of the 
carved Art ·Deco detailing at the cornice of the exterior of the building. The large 
timbers used for ceiling rafters were brought from Louisiana. It is one of three new 
buildings constructed during the tenure of Howard Bement as headmaster of the school. 
(See #15 and #16). The pews, altar, pulpit, and ministers' chairs were hand-crafted by 
George Arthur, who taught manual training at Asheville School, and Robert Valier, a 
partner of Mr. Arthur in the Artisans' Shop in Biltmore Forest. In 1934, noted local 
architect and silversmith William Dodge designed and executed the stained glass chancel 
windows and the altar brass works. 
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The building is in a cruciform plan, oriented primarily east-west across from the 
administration/classroom buildings, and directly in line with and southwest of Memorial 
Hall (#9). It is a tall one story in height, with a bell tower projecting upward at the rear 
or west side of the building, and a flat roof. The chapel is surrounded by an open lawn 
area filled with large oak and cedar trees. The main entrance to the building is on the 
east side, with "William Spencer Boyd Chapel" carved in limestone above the doorway. 
This front or east elevation is three bays wide. Bay I, on the southeast corner, recedes 
back slightly from Bay 2, and there is a center panel within this bay which recedes back, 
creating a series of vertical panels of rough-faced granite block. Above these granite 
panels is a limestone frieze approximately two feet tall with geometric patterns carved 
into it. Bay 2 is the main entry door. The doorway is slightly off-center towards the 
north side of the building. This bay projects out to the east. The limestone and granite 
block door frame projects out further, creating a definitive entry area. The door frame is 
capped by limestone coping approximately one foot tall. The double door recedes back 
into the wall plane. It is constructed of vertical panels, with a shallow Tudor arch at the 
uppermost part. Projecting out from the door is a limestone arch which echoes that of 
the doorway. Set within the soffit .. of this archway is more carved limestone, in a 
diamond pattern. Above the door at the balcony level is a triple stained glass window 
with square reel and blue panes, recessed into a limestone frame. This is the only original 
stained glass in the building. The frieze of Bay 1 continues here, with a limestone 
parapet above. Bay 3 is a solid block wall, receding back slightly from Bay 2. The 
north elevation is six bays wide, with projecting granite block pilasters dividing the 
bays. Each pilaster is capped by a limestone parapet, approximately one foot wide. Bay 
1, on the eastern corner, projects out to the north, and is a lower single story. A double, 
multi-pane stained glass window is located within this bay, also recessed into a limestone 
frame. This window is smaller than others on this elevation. Bays 2, 3, 4, and 6 are all 
the same, with long, narrow double stained glass windows of patterned colored glass, all 
of which are recessed into limestone frames with steeply sloping limestone sills. Above 
each bay is the same geometric limestone frieze as on the front of the building. Bay 5 is 
basically the same as the other bays in this elevation, except the pilasters on either side of 
the window have narrower, center projecting bands. The bell tower projects up above 
this bay. The center of the tower, which houses the bell, has a central limestone arch 
with clipped corners, set into a granite block wall, and vertical panels which open into 
the tower. This central arch area is surrounded by granite block pilasters, and a 
limestone coping above. The west or rear elevation of the building is a single bay wide. 
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The bell tower projects up above this bay. The center portion of this bay projects out 
slightly to the west. Located within this section is a triple window, set in a recessed 
frame. These are the stained glass windows of the chancel which Dodge designed in 
1934. The limestone frieze continues on this elevation as well. The south elevation is 
six bays wide. Bay I recedes from Bay 2. It is a plain granite block wall. Bay 2 is a side 
doorway into the building, with the bell tower above. The limestone door frame projects 
outward in stepped walls of granite block with limestone ·coping. The doorway is 
basically the same as on the front, but there is no carving in the limestone soffit. This 
door is a single door comprised of vertical panels, with the Tudor arch and projecting 
limestone arch surrounding it. Bays 3-5 are the same, with pilasters dividing the bays as 
on the north elevation. Double, vertical stained glass windows are located within these 
bays, as on the north side. Bay 6 projects out to the south. Windows here are not as 
large as the others on this elevation. The upper one-third of this elevation is limestone, 
capped by the same geometric limestone frieze as on the rest of the building. 

The interior of this building continues the Art Deco style of the exterior, with some 
Tudor Revival detailing in the boxed beam ceiling and Tudor arches. Floors throughout 
the building are terrazzo, with a narrow gold band dividing the panels, and a darker band 
of terrazzo projecting up the walls approximately one foot to form baseboards. Walls are 
rough plaster, painted white. From the front door on the east side of the building, the 
entry is through an entry vestibule, with the sanctuary and altar beyond, towards the 
west. To the south side of the entry are stairs which lead to the balcony, and to the north 
is a paneled door to an office area. Entry into the sanctuary is through a Tudor arch, into 
a center aisle. Originally, there were two side aisles. Pews are a pickled oak with a 
pointed arch on each side. All window frames are large recessed areas with segmental 
arches at the top, and curving pilasters which divide each double window. The muted 
yellow stained glass windows on the sides of the sanctuary closest to the entry vestibule 
were placed there in 1929-30, replacing the original darker red and blue glass, and 
allowing more light into the sanctuary. Other side windows, with more vivid colors, 
were placed there in the 1980s, and the chancel windows were designed by William 
Dodge in 1934. All glass is stylized views of mountain scenery. The ceiling of the 
sanctuary is a system of exposed heart pine beams and joists of very large timbers, with a 
pickled finish. Timbers are hand planed, with the marks still visible. Chandeliers are 
original to the building,. but have been turned so the bulbs project light down into the 
sanctuary, allowing more light. They are very similar to the fixtures used in Memorial 
Hall in 1947 (#9). The altar is divided from the sanctuary by a triple Tudor arch 
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comprised of one large center arch and two smaller ones supported by octagonal 
columns. Another triple arch across a narrow hall running north-south echoes this one 
just behind it before the stairs up to the altar. The balustrade at the altar has a trefoil 
design carved into it. On either side of this narrow hall are additional single Tudor 
arches. Floors at the altar are oak. The organ is not the original one; it was placed here 
in 1984. The balcony has terrazzo steps leading to it, but floors in the balcony seating 
area are concrete. Pews are the same as below. Wall sconces here are original, and the 
only original glass in the building is located here. 

9. Memorial Hall. Non-contributing building. 1947. 
Memorial Hall was built in honor and memory of the students of Asheville School who 
fought in World War II. Even though it completes the trio of buildings designed by 
Asheville architect Anthony Lord for the Asheville School campus, it is listed here as a 
non-contributing building since it misses by one year falling within the period of 
significance. 1 (See #5 and #17 also) This handsome, architecturally intact, dining hall 
replaces the original dining hall, ca. 1900, which was intended to be a "temporary" 
structure. David Fall, headmaster of the school at the time, was responsible for seeing 
that this building was completed. This Tudor Revival style one and one-half story brick 
building with a multiple gable slate roof with decorative brackets is located to the east of 
the three original administration/classroom buildings (#3, #6, and #11), and is sited up on 
a hill above the grassy quad below. It is oriented in a northeast-southwest direction, 
almost directly in line with Boyd Chapel (#8). It is a long, linear plan with a large wing 
projecting to the southeast. A curving brick retaining wall is located in line with the 
northern elevation of the building. The southeast elevation of Sharp Hall(fyrer Center 
(#4) is visible from the plaza of the Hall, and Kehaya House (#7) is visible to the 
northeast. A wooded area separates it from the Faculty Duplexes (#15 and #16) to the 
southeast. 

The southwest or front elevation of the building faces towards Boyd Chapel and the 
fields beyond. It is six bays wide. Bay 1, on the northwest corner, consists of a double 
door with multiple lights which have a beveled molding around the lights. Bay 2 is a 
large, centrally located multi-light Gothic arch window is in line with the chapel, 
probably a purposeful orientation of the building by Anthony Lord. There is a rounded 
brick frame around this arched window. Projecting brick pilasters are located on either 
side of this central arch. Approximately one foot above the ground is a water table, 
which extends across all of this elevation. Bay 3 is another set of doors like Bay I. 
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Receding back from these three bays is a one story wing which projects to the southeast 
Bay 4 of the southeast elevation is the main entrance into the building, and consists of 
double, multi-light doors as described above, with cast iron handles and decorative 
escutcheon plates, also designed by Mr. Lord. Bay 5 is a double casement window, with 
multiple lights which butts up against the doorway. Bay 6 is smaller multi-light 
casement windows with angled brick sills. The southeast elevation is eight bays wide. 
The first two bays project out to the southwest of the building, while the third and fourth 
bays are wings which project out to the southeast Receding from this are four additional 
bays along the kitchen portion of the building to the rear. Bays 1 and 2 are cliviclecl by 
projecting brick pilasters. Bay 1 has four multi-light casement windows, and Bay 2 has 
two multi-light casement windows. All windows here have transom lights above them. 
Bay 3 has a side gable roof with a diamond pattern of pierced brick in the gable, and 
den til blocks at the bottom of the gable at the top of the wall. There are two single multi
light casement windows in this bay. Bay 4 recedes slightly from Bay 3. There is a row 
of five multi-light casement windows here, and a brick chimney which projects above 
this bay, dividing this bay from the remaining portion of the elevation. The chimney is 
stepped, with brick pilasters all around it and corbeling at the top. The remaining four 
bays have a flat roof. Each bay has a double multi-light casement window with the same 
sloping brick sills as all other windows. The northeast or rear elevation. is five bays 
wide. Bays 2-5 have a flat roof punctuated by raised skylights, original to the building.2 

Bay 1 has a side gable roof. Bay 1, which projects to the southeast, consists of a multi
light doorway, which enters into the private dining room. Bay 2, in the kitchen area of 
the building, has a small, four-light casement window. Bay 3 has a double casement 
window. Bay 4 projects out towards the northeast, and forms the loading area at the rear 
of the kitchen. Brick here is slightly different than the rest of the building since this 
loading dock was added in the 1960s. Within the recessed area of the loading dock are 
double doors on the northeast elevation, and single doors to the southeast and northwest 
Bay 5 recedes back from Bay 4 and has no windows. The northwest elevation drops 
down considerably in elevation into the quad area below, and is a full two stories in 
height It is eleven bays wide. Bay 1 recedes back to the southeast, and is a solid brick 
one story wall at the loading clock area. Bays 2-6 are two stories in height Bay 2 at the 
first floor level has a small four-light window, and a solid brick wall above. Bay 3 has a 
double casement window, and Bay 4 is a paneled garage door with transom lights on the 
first floor. Bay 5 is the same as Bay 3, and Bay 6 has a double casement window on the 
first floor and a row of four casement windows on the second floor. Bays 7-11 are 
divided by projecting brick pilasters. Bay 7 at the first floor level has beveled board 
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double doors tor deliveries. Tall, multi-light transom windows are above this. On the 
second floor of this bay there is a quadrangle casement window. Bays 8-11 are the same, 
with quadrangle casement windows on the upper floor, and single, tall sixteen-light 
casement windows on the lower floor. 

The interior of this building continues much of the Tudor Revival style of the exterior, 
but is also an example of detailing in the Arts & Crafts style. The main entry to the 
building leads into an entry foyer with a private dining room to the rear, and the main 
large dining room to the northwest There is a six-foot paneled wainscot running around 
all the walls in the foyer, with rough plaster walls and ceiling above this. On the 
northeast wall of this room are three alcoves which were built as coat closets. Floors 
are scored concrete, in a large grid pattern. The southeast wall of the foyer has paneled 
doors which lead to the restrooms located on either side of the memorial plaque in the 
center of this walL This plaque and the light fixture were designed by Anthony Lord.3 
A paneled door leads from the foyer to the private dining room at the southeast side of 
the building. A lower wainscot and chair niil surround this room, with a fireplace 
located on the southeast wall. Original plans called for. a floral wood carving above the 
fireplace, but apparently this was never built The remainder of the fireplace, with its 
molded surround and herringbone pattern brick hearth were built as drawn.4 The crown 
molding in this room is a stylized rope motif as in the Music House (#5), but it has been 
painted. Wall sconces are original. A door leads from this room to the exterior of the 
bullding, and double paneled doors lead from this room into the rear of the main dining 
room.- The main student dining room is reached from the foyer through a wide opening. 
Horizontal board wainscot runs around the perimeter of this room, with brick· walls 
above. The only exception to this is the northeast wall which has vertical board paneling 
above the wainscot, and then brick above this. In the center of this wall is another Gothic 
arch window, smaller than the one at the front of the building, but directly on axis with 
the front. The ceiling in the main dining room is an exposed truss system, with exposed 
rafters and acoustical panels between, as in the Music House (#5). A heavy dentil block 
crown molding is located around most of this room. Floors here are also scored concrete. 
The iron chandeliers in this room were also designed by Anthony Lord. 5 The kitchen to 
the northeast of the main dining room is reached ·through a set of paneled double doors. 
The floor in this room is tile, and there are a total of six original skylights to allow light 
into this space. Walls are plaster. There are two smaller rooms off the kitchen for staff 
dining and storage. 
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II!. Rodgers Memorial Athletic Center. Non-contributing building; 1975. 
This reinforced concrete structure with flat and shallow gable roofs replaced the original 
Perkins Gymnasium, built in 1912, and later converted into the Walker Arts Center (S"ee 
#4 above). It is a low, horizontally oriented building to the southwest of the main 
campus. Due to its downgrade setting and low profile, it does not obscure the view to the 
south. 

11. Anderson Hall. Contributing building. 1900. 
This building is the oldest one on the school campus, and was built as the main academic 
building. It was designed by John Milton Dyer of Cleveland. It originally was called 
"The House", since, like Lawrence Hall, it was built as a dormitory, and also housed 
some classrooms until Mitchell Hall was completed in 1903. The building currently is 
used as a dormitory, facultyapartme_nts, and an infirmary. Like Lawrence and Mitchell 
Halls (#3 and #6), it is a long, linear Tudor Revival style building which runs from north 
to south, with the main entrance facing to the west and a grand, oval green space and 
circular drive. It is three stories tall, plus a basement, built primarily of brick, with 
limestone lintels and sills on the first and second floors. The third floor is half
timbering, and the walls of the two-story bay windows on the second and third floors are 
also half-timbered. Projecting bays on the northwest and southwest ends of the building 
have a hip roof, while the center portion of the building has a gable roof punctuated by 
shed roof dormers. It has a front porch on both the northwest and southwest ends of the 
building. The northwest porch originally wrapped around the side, but was replaced in 
1919 with the current stair tOwer. The porch on the southwest originally was two stories 
tall. In 1988, a rear entrance was added. All windows, unless noted otherwise, have 
been retrofitted to the current one-over-one double hung configuration. 

The west or front elevation is sixteen bays wide. Bay 1, on the northwest corner, is the 
stair tower of brick on the basement, first and second floors, with half-timbering on the 
third. The basement has a transom window, and the first and second levels have a 
recessed opening with a low rail. Across Bays 2-4 is the attached porch projecting to the 
west. Details of the porch include square porch posts on paneled bases with molding at 
the top and bottom, a simple, 2x2 railing, square cut-work in the spandrels between 
posts, a low hipped roof, and carved roof brackets. The entire porch is raised up on brick 
piers with lattice between the piers. Behind the porch, Bay 2 on the first floor is a 
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doorway with windows on either side and concrete infill around this. The second and 
third floors have double windows. Bay 3 has double windows on all three levels. Bay 4 
is where the original entrance to the building is located. These are double doors which 
are a single light over a panel, and a two-light transom window above. The second floor 
has a double window, and the third has two single windows. Above this is a dormer. 
Bays 5 and 6 are three stories plus a basement. All levels have single windows. Bays 7, 
9, 1!, and 13 have double windows at the basement and first floors, and a square bay 
window at the second and third floors. The window in this and all other bays are double, 
with dormers above. Bays 8, 10, 12, and 14 are the same, with double windows on all 
levels, but no projecting bay windows. Across Bays 15 and 16 is the porch at the 
southwest corner of the building, which projects to the west and southwest at an angle to 
the rriain block of the building: The details of this porch are the same as on the other end 
of the building. Behind the porch, Bay 15 at the first floor level is the entrance to the 

- current infirmary. These are double doors consisting of a single light over a panel on 
each side with a covered transom above. The second floor has a single window, and is 
half-timbered, the same as the third floor. Bay 16 has two windows which face towards 
the northwest on the first and second floors, which are single one-over-one. The third 
floor faces west, with a single window in a half-timbered wall. The southeast elevation 
of the porch is two ·bays wide, with a triple window on the first and second floors of Bay 
1, and a single window at the third story. Bay 2 is an enclosed area of the original porch. 
The south elevation is four bays wide. Bay I at the first floor continues the attached 
porch. The second floor is a solid brick wall, and the third floor has a double window in 
the half-timbered wall. Bay 2 has double windows on all but the third floor. Bay 3 has 
bricked-in openings for smaller windows at the first and second levels, with a smaller 
one-over-one window .at the third level. Bay 4 recedes back slightly, and has double 
windows on all levels. The east or rear elevation is a U-shape configuration. It is 
twenty bays wide. Bays 1 and 2 project out to the east slightly, with single windows on 
all three levels. The second and third floors still retain original windows of a four-over
one double hung style. Bays 3 and 4 face north in the "U". Bay 3 at the basement level 
has a hip roof covered entry in to the interior stair tower. The door here is five-panel, 
and the window on the third floor here is also original. Bay 4 at the basement is a single 
one-over-one window, but original four-over-one windows are intact on all other floors. 
Bay 5 again faces to the east in the U-shape, consisting of a small door at the basement, 
and single windows on all other levels. Bay 6 has single windows on all three levels. 
Bays 7, 9, II, and 13 all have dormers above them. Bays 7, II, andl3 at the basement 
and first floors have double windows, with projecting two-story bays at the second and 
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third floors, also with double windows. Bay 9 is almost the same, but at the first floor 
has an added entry stoop, from 1988, with double doors replacing original windows. 
Bays 8, 10, and 12 have double windows. Bays 14 and 15 at the basement level have 
three single windows. Bay 16 at the basement has a single window on either side of a 
double window. The first floor has half-timbering at the bay window, with a quadrangle 
window, all original. The second floor has a single window on either side of a· double, 
with one of the windows in the double bricked in. The third floor is the same. Bays 17-
19 face south in the "U". All bays are the same, with three-light transom windows at the 
basement level, metal frame three-light transom windows at the first floor, and single 
windows on the second and third floors. Bay 20 projects out slightly to the east, with a 
small bricked-in window at the basement, and small four-light transom windows, painted 
over, at all other levels. The north elevation is seven bays wide. Bays 1 and 2 are the 
same, with three-light original transom windows at the basement, and in-filled glass 
block at the other levels. Bays 3 and 4 project to the north as the exterior stair tower. 
Bay 3 at the basement is solid brick, with original six-light transom windows on other 
floors. Bay 4 at the basement has a doorway into the stair tower, with openings on all 
other floors as well. Bays 5-7 recede back to the south. Bay 5 has a single window at 
the first floor, with double at the second and third. Bay 6 has double windows, and Bay 
7 is the same as Bay 5. There is a brick chimney on this elevation. Steps up to the side 
of the front porch are immediately adjacent to Bay 7. · 

12. Water tower. Contributing structure. ca. 1925. 
This sted tower, located to the northeast of Anderson Hall, is typical in its design with a 
cylindrical shape topped by a conical cap. It is currently painted black, with the only 
changes being the removal of a ladder to eliminate access to the top by students. F'our 
angled legs set on pedestals form the structure's anchoring system. The tower is still in 
use for emergency water supplies. 

13. Headmaster's Cottage, Contributing building. 1912, 1919. 
The Lawrence family of Cleveland also built this house in 1912 as a place where they 
could stay when they visited the campus. John Milton Dyer may have designed this 
building, the sixth structure to be completed on the school campus. (Anderson Hall, the 
first dining hall, Mitchell Hall, Lawrence Hall, and Perkins Gymnasium were the first 
five). When Charles Mitchell and his wife moved into the building in 1913 it became 
known as "The Headmaster's Cottage". It was enlarged in 1919 to accommodate 
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Newton Anderson and his family, as well as guests on the campus. It was renamed "Fall 
House" in 1981 in honor of former headmaster David R. Fall. Like so many of the 
earliest buildings on the campus, this building, too, faces the southwest. The original 
1912 section is located on the northwest side of the building, with the 1919 addition to 
the southeast. This one-story building is primarily a Tudor Revival style in much of its 
detailing, with many Craftsman elements. The side gable roof is the original terra cotta 
tile, punctuated by shed roof dormers. Walls are half-timbered. There are two brick 
chimneys. Some of the original casement windows were replaced in the 1980s with one
over-one double hungs, and a portion of the porch on the southeast elevation was 
enclosed in the 1920s, but other than these minor changes, the building retains a high 
degree of integrity. The southwest or front elevation of the house consists of six bays, 
with an attached porch at the northwest and southeast corners of the building. 
Beginning at the northwest corner of the building, at the original I 912 section, Bay I is a 
solid expanse of wall. Bay 2 is the original front door, a diamond-pane over panel 
design, approximately four feet wide. ·Bay three consists of a triple window. Projecting 
out in front of these three bays is the attached front porch with a half-gable roof and 
exposed rafter ends. On the northwest side of the building there is a ramp up to the 
porch. Porch posts are stained dark with brackets. The balustrade is a 1 x 1 rail, with 
square posts. The porch ceiling is beaded board. The 1919 addition begins at the end of 
Bay 3, where the newer concrete patio surrounded by a low brick wall continues around 
to the current front entrance to the house. Originally, this brick wall had a wooden 
railing on top of it. There are concrete steps with brick cheek walls with concrete 
coping which lead to the front door. Bays 4-6 all recede back to the northeast from the 
original section. Bay 4 is an original diamond-pane small double casement window, with 
a projecting shed roof and exposed rafter ends. Bay 5 is the current front door, with a 
shed roof covering projecting out to the southwest. The roof is supported by massive 
curvecf brackets, and exposed rafter ends. The door is wide like on the original section, 
and is multi-light diamond pane. Bay 6 consists of the original picture window with 
diamond-pane square casement windows above. A dormer is located above this bay. 
The second attached porch is located adjacent to this bay, receding back slightly to the 
northeast. Single light French doors open onto the porch here. Heavy square posts and 
brackets support this half-gable roof. The balustrade here is the same as ori the original 
porch. The southeast elevation is four bays wide, including one bay which recedes back 
to the northwest on the original section, and three bays on the 1919 addition. The porch 
at the southeast corner extends across Bays 2-4, with the gable end of the house visible 
above. Bay 1, on the original section, has the attached porch extending out to the 
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southwest, with half-timbering visible in the half-gable. Next to this is a double window. 
Bay 2, at the 1919 section, consists of a diamond-pane over panel door onto the porch. 
Bay 3 projects out slightly, and retains the original single diamond pane over one 
window adjoining a diamond pane over three window. Bay 4 consists of a quadruple 
one-over-one window in the gable end above the porch, slightly offset between Bays 3 
and 4. The porch at the southeast corner of the building has been partially enclosed, with 
two triple windows aclclecl. The northeast elevation is one-story plus basement, as the 
topography drops slightly downhill at the rear of the building. It is eight bays wide. Bay 
continues the enclosed portion of the porch area, with two single windows. Bay 2 has a 
double window, with a double window at the basement level. Bay 3 at the basement is a 
single window, and a shed roof dormer above with three single pane casement windows. 
Bay 4 has a smaller single window at the basement and first floor. Bay 5 recedes back to 
the southwest, and has a door to the basement, with no windows above. Bays 6,8 form 
the rear elevation of the original cottage, ariel recede further to the southwest. Bay 6 has 
a double window, and Bays 7 and 8 have single windows: . The northwest elevation is 
seven bays wide. Bays 1-4 are in the 1919 addition, and Bays 5-7 are in the original 
section. Bay 1, receding back to the southeast, is one and one-half stories tall, with a 
single window. Bay 2 on the lower level has a single pane window, and a single one
over-one on the upper level. Bay 3 projects forward to the northwest, and consists of a 
single pane window on the lower level, and a single window, slightly offset from the one 
below, on the upper level. Bay 4 at the lower level has a square transom window, and an 
offset single pane window on the upper floor. In the original section, Bay 5 had a double 
window, Bay 6 has a single window, and Bay 7 has a double winclo\v. 

The interior of this building continues much of the Tudor Revival style of the outside, 
but is also an example of some Craftsman detailing. The original section of the building 
consists of two bedrooms and two additional rooms--a living room and a sitting room or 
study. A hallway divides the original cottage from the 1919 addition, with stairs to the 
second floor located in this hallway. A kitchen is located at the end of this central hall. 
A living room, and two dining rooms are located downstairs, and there are two bedrooms 
upstairs. The living room of the original cottage, located just inside the front door, has a 
simple Craftsman brick fireplace, with heavy brackets supporting a plain oak mantel 
shelf, and a boxed beam ceiling, now painted. Much of the cabinetry in this room is 
built-in, original to the room. Floors are heart pine, and are wider boards than in the 
1919 section. When the 1919 section was aclclecl, the sitting room located to the northeast 
of the living room was enlarged slightly. Bedrooms in the original section are simple in 
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detail, with a bath between them. There is an additional bath located in the hallway from 
the sitting room to the bedrooms. Doors are single panel, many with their original glass 
knobs. The floors in the 1919 section are also heart pine, but narrower boards. Th.e 
balustrade of the staircase is simple and Craftsman-like in its detail. The living room, 
located to the southeast of the front door and hallway, has a boxed beam ceiling, built-in 
window seats, built-in bookshelves to the northeast of the mantel, and a mantel which is 
almost identical to the original 1912 one. The kitchen and much of the upstairs was 
remodeled in 1993, converting the original three bedrooms into two. 

14. Carriage House. Contributing building. ca. 1912-1919, 1927. 
Arney Anderson, daughter of Newton Anderson, recalls that when she and her family 
lived in the Headmaster's Cottage, this building was in use as a garage. When Howard 
Bement became the fourth headmaster of the school in 1926, he converted this into. 
faculty housing for David Fall and his wife. Fall later became headmaster of the school. 
It was used as a garage by the Anderson family in the 'teens, and remained as a faculty 
residence until 1990. The building is now vacant. l11is small, one and one-half story 
building is a combination of the Tudor Revival and Shingle styles, with half-timbering 
on the first floor and shingles above. Oriented to the south, it has a side gable roof, now 
covered in asphalt shingles, but originally tile like the Headmaster's Cgttage. Rafter ends 
and knee braces··support the wide overhanging eaves. Windows are a mixture of styles, 
some placed there in 1927 when the carriage house was converted to a residence. 

The south or front elevation is four bays wide. Bay 1, at the westernmost corner, has 
six-over-one windows on both levels. There is a shallow mansard style roof dormer 
above the second floor window. Bay 2 has the front door on the first level, which is a 
replacement of the original. There is a doriner above this bay as well. Bay 3 has a 
diamond pane over two-light window on the first floor. The front, exterior chimney with 
a single shoulder is located to the east of this bay. Bay 4 is the same as Bay 1. The east 
elevation is one bay wide, with a triple diamond-pane-over-one casement window on the 
first floor, where the original carriage/garage doors were located, and a double six-over
one window above. The north or rear elevation is also four bays wide. Bay 1 on the 
lower level has a six-over-one window, and the same type of window in the dormer 
above. Bay 2 projects slightly to the north, with a three-light transom window and a six
over-one window on the first floor, and a six-over-one window in the dormer above. 
Bay 3 is all shingles, with a six-over-one window in the lower level only. Bay 4 has a 
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s1x-over-one wmdow on the first level, and a dormer above. The west elevation is one 
bay wide, consisting of all shingle siding, and double six-over-one windows on both 
levels. 

15. Faculty Duplex 1. Contributing building. 1928. 
This building, along with the adjacent faculty duplex, Boyd Chapel, and the renovation 
of the carriage house all were completed during the time Howard Bement was 
headmaster of the school. This two-story, vernacular interpretation of the Tudor Revival 
style building is oriented towards the southeast on what is known as "Faculty Row". It 
sits up on a hill above this entrance road, and is framed by large hemlock trees. It has a 
hip roof, with cut rough-face granite with beaded mortar joints on the first floor and half
timbering on the second. Windows, unless noted otherwise, are six-over-one double 
hung. The southeast or front elevation is seven bays wide. Bay 1, at the southwestern 
corner, on the first floor is a screened arch into the recessed side porch. Bays 2 and 3 
have single windows on both levels. Bay 4 is the front doorway, a nine-light over panel 
door with sidelights and a fanlight above. Granite steps with granite block cheek walls 
lead to thedoor. The second floor of this bay is a double window. Bays 5-7 mirror the 
other side of the doorway. The southwest elevation is five bays wide, with a dormer 
above. There is a quadrangle window in the dormer. Bays 1 and 2 are a one-story 
addition which projects to the northwest, built in the 1950s. Bay 1 is a six-light over 
panel door, and Bay 2 is aluminum frame transom style window·s. The remaining three 
bays are screened arches into the recessed porch. The northwest elevation is six bays 
wide. Bay 1 is an arched opening into the recessed porch her, with a door onto the 
porch. Bay 2 on the first floor is a single window, and a double on the second. Bays 3 
and 4 form the rear of the 1950s addition, which has a shallow hip roof, stucco walls, and 
aluminum frame windows. Bays 5 and 6 are mirror images of the other side of the 
addition. The northeast elevation is the same as the southwest. 

.16. Faculty Duplex 2. Contributing building. 1928. 
Completed during the Bement years at the school, this building helped to fill a void on 
the campus of providing quality housing for faculty members. It is currently undergoing 
extensive interior renovation, still to be kept in use as faculty housing. The two-story 
brick building is a vernacular style, with a low hip roof, six-over-six double hung 
windows, central chimney, and a ca. 1970s two-story addition on the southwest side. 
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Like the duplex next door, it is oriented to the southeast, and sits on the hill above 
"Faculty Row". 

The southeast or front elevation is five bays wide. All of Bay 1, on the southwestern 
corner, recedes to the northwest, comprising the front of the 1970s addition. This 
addition has half-timbered walls, with double six-over-six windows, and a second story 
which· cantilevers out over the first floor approximately two feet, also with double 
windows. Bay 2 is a square arch opening with a hip roof, projecting out to the southeast. 
A row of soldier course brick is set on top of the opening. The second floor has a single 
window. The floor into this recessed porch/entry area is tile, and the ceiling is stucco. 
Bay 3 has a triple window on the first floor, and a single and a double window on the 
second. Bay 4 is the same on the first floor, with second floor windows reversed from 
the configuration of Bay 3. Bay 5 is the same as Bay 2. The southwest elevation is four 
bays wide. Bay 1 recedes way back to the northeast, forming the side elevation to the 
wing of the building which projects to the northwest. It is solid brick on the first floor, 
with a single window on the second. Bay 2 is stucco on the first floor, and half-timber 
above, forming the southeast elevation of the addition. Bay 4 is a square arch entry to 
the porch. The north,vest or rear elevation is five bays wide .. Bay I projeqs way out 
to the northwest, and has a clipped gable roof. The first floor has a multi-light over panel 
door and a triple window. The second floor has a single window in the center of the 
wall. Bays 2 and 3 recede back to the southeast. They are the same, with double 
windows on the first and second floors. Bay 4 has a single window on both floors, and 
Bay 5 is solid stucco on the first, with a single window on the second. The northeast 
elevation is five bays wide. Bay 1 forms the square opening to the side entry porch. 
Bay 2 on the first' floor has a nine-light over 1 door with glass louver windows on either 
side. Bays 3-5 have singe windows on both floors. 

17. Bement House. Contributing building, 1937. 
The Howard Bement Guest House, built as a memorial to Howard Bement, was designed 
by Anthony Lord, and was completed the same year as the Crawford Music House (#5). 
It was built with funds from a drive headed by Howard Bement's friend, Philip Clarke of 
Chicago. It is in keeping with the rest of the campus in its Tudor Revival style on the 
exterior, but breaks somewhat from this on the inside, and is much more Classic Revival 
in its detailing. Located at the southeast edge of the main campus, the building, like so 
many of the others on the campus, is oriented towards the southwestern views across the 
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fields towards Mt. Ptsgah. A semi-circular drive leads to the rear entrance of the house, 
while the front faces the southwest. The brick building is two stories tall, with a 
habitable attic space, multi-light casement windows, a side gable roof with hip roof 
dormers, a one-story porch which projects to the southeast, and a one-story addition 
adjacent to the porch, also projecting to the southeast. 

The southwest or front elevation has a row of soldier course brick between the. first 
and second floors. It is four bays wide, plus the porch. Bay 1, at the northwestern 
corner, on the first floor, is a bay window with a single fixed pane in the center and 
multi-light casement windows on the sides. A half-hip copper roof covers this bay. On 
the second floor, offset from this bay window, is a triple casement window, and a dormer 
above. Bay 2 has a double casement on the first floor, and a triple on the second. 
Between Bay 2 and 3 is another dormer. Bay 3 has the rear door on the first floor, a 
multi-light design, and two single casement windows on the second. Bay 4 on the lower 
level has a double casement in the middle of two single casement windows, with transom 
lights above, and a triple casement on the second floor. A third dormer window is 
located above this bay. The porch projecting to the southeast has heavy, dark-stained 
square posts, and is set on brick piers. It has a side gable roof, and steps with brick cheek 
walls leading to the porch from the ground level. The steps lead first to a brick patio 
which extends from the front door to the porch. The southeast elevation three bays 
wide. Projecting out in front of Bays 1 and 2 is the porch, with lapped siding in the gable 
end, and a balustrade which has beveled balusters with flat banisters and mid-rail. Heavy 
posts and brackets support· the roof structure, which is exposed. and the floor is 
herringbone brick. Bay 1, on the first floor, has Frerich doors opening onto the porch. 
There is a double casement window in the second floor. Bay 2 is ·two stories plus a 
basement in height. There is a mqlti-light door at the basement level, a smaller double 
casement window on the first floor, and a single casement on the second. In the gable 
above, at the attic level, is a double casement window. Bay 3 at the basement level is a 
smaller double casement window, with a single casement on the first, and a double 
casement on the second floor. Between Bays 2 and 3, at the gable level, is a single 
casement window. The northeast elevation of the porch is raised on brick arches, with a 
wall of lapped siding extending approximately two-thirds of the way to the roof. 
Projecting to the southeast is the addition made to the house ca. 1964. The southwest 
elevation of this addition is one and one-half stories. The southeast elevation of the 
addition has a door into a basement at the lowest level, and is one bay wide with a single 
window set into the lapped, dark brown wood siding. The northeast or rear elevation 
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of the house rs six bays total, with five bays wide in the original section, plus the addition 
to the southeast which is an additional one bay in width. The addition is separated from 
the main house by a one-story passageway. Bay I, the addition, is one story in height, 
with dark brown lapped wooden siding and a side gable roof, and six-over-six windows. 
Bays 2 and 3 project forward to the northeast, and have a front gable roof. Bay 2, the 
first bay of the original section, has double casement windows on both levels, and a 
soldier course of brick as lintels. There is a large, exterior rear brick chimney between 
bays 2 and 3. Bay 2 is the rear door, with "Howard Bement Guest House" carved into 
the frieze above it. It is a multi-light door with sidelights on the southeast side. On the 
second floor of this bay there is a single casement window. Bay 4 on the lower level has 
a smaller double casement window, and a double casement on the second. There is a 
dormer above this bay. Bay 5 has a single casement window on the upper floor. Bay 6 
had triple windows on the upper and lower levels, and a dormer above. The northwest 
elevation is three bays wide, with Bay 1 receding to the southeast, and having half
timbering in the gable encl. On the first and second floors are double casement windows. 
All of Bays 2 and 3 are brick, and they are slightly lower in height than Bay I behind 
them. There is an exterior end brick chimney in the center of these two bays. Bay 2 has 
a double casement window on the second floor, and Bay 3 has double casements on the 
upper and lower floors. 

18. Stable. Non-contributing structure. 1995. 
Located southeast of the main building complex, this simple, one-story, gable roof 
wooden horse barn was completed by the school in the summer of 1995 for use by its 
students. Originally, there was a barn and stable located further down this same road to 
the southeast of the campus. 

19. Camp Holly mont Stable. Non-contributing structure. ca. 1984. 
Also a simple gable roof, ·one-story wooden structure, this building was constructed for 
the use of Camp Hollymont, a girls' camp which utilizes the Asheville School campus in 
the summer months. 

20. Boathouse. Non-contributing structure. 1960. 
This utilitarian, gable roof structure is built of concrete block, and replaces the original 
boathouse for the lake. It was built by crew alumni as a tribute to A.A. Coffey, the crew 
coach for Asheville School from 1908-1946. It is currently used for storage. 
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Summary 

Buncombe County. NC 

Asheville School was begun in 1900, and appears to be the only boarding school 
institution of this type in the state of North Carolina founded upon the educational 
philosophy of educating both the mind and body of the young man. Founded by Newton 
Anderson and Charles Mitchell, the Asheville School continued the same standards of 
excellence both of these men were familiar with at the University School in Cleveland, 
Ohio, in offering classes in both the Classics and in the Manual Training or Vocational 
Arts. The purpose of the Asheville School was to educate the "whole young man" in the 
classics, the manual arts, and the physical and spiritual growth of each individual. In 
order to achieve these goals, the school's founders looked specifically for a site which 
would have within its boundaries not only land for building the necessary educational 
and residential facilities, but also be away from the distractions of a city and have a large 
enough land area for the athletic fields needed to nurture the physical growth and 
development of the students. A site which met these requirements was found, and a lake 
was soon developed for various athletic endeavors. Approximately 276 of the original 
379 acres is still associated with the property, including the original lakebed. The 
founders originally hired Johri Milton Dyer of Ohio, a locally and nationally prominent 
architect from Cleveland to design the first of the campus buildings. Dyer began this 
trend of top qi.uility arcliitedur'al design in his rendition of Anderson Hall, in a Tudor 
Revival style. In keeping with the philosophies of excellence in education and the 
architectural design to go with it, the school continued through the years to hire architects 
and landscape designers of local and national prominence. These included Thomas 
Hibben. of Indianapolis, Indiana, who designed the Art Deco style Boyd Chapel. 
Asheville architect Anthony Lord, who designed the Bement Guest House, the Crawford 
Music House, and Memorial Hall, all in a Tudor Revival style with Arts & Crafts 
detailing, and landscape gardener Chauncey Beadle, of the Biltmore Estate, who donated 
his services to the school in 1934. Beadle developed plans for a more grand, curvilinear 
approach road to the main campus, lined with native plant material, much of which is 
still in existence. In addition, many renowned local craftsmen worked on the 
construction and architectural detailing of these buildings, including Frank and George 
Arthur, who carved much of the woodworking in the Crawford Music House and Boyd 
Chapel, and William Dodge, architect and craftsman, who designed some of the stained 
glass windows in Boyd Chapel. All of these artisans were associated with the Artisan's 
Shop in Asheville. This property is eligible under National Register Criteria A and C. 
and is significant in the areas of architecture, landscape architecture, and education. 
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Historic Background 

Buncombe County. NC 

The Asheville School was founded in 1900 by two Ohio men, Newton Mitchell 
Anderson and Charles Andrews Mitchell. Anderson had also founded the University . 
School in Cleveland, in .1890, and had asked Mitchell to join him there as Assistant 
Headmaster. Previous to this, Anderson had founded a manual training and technical 
school in 1885, the first of its kind in the country. The University School was also the 
first "country day" school, although that term was not used until several years later.6 
Anderson, a member of the first graduating class of Ohio State University who had done 
graduate work in physics at M.I.T., had long tried to get recognition of his theory that 
science, together with its practical application in manual training, should be an important 
part of every boy's education. He introduced· manual training, the forerunner of 
vocational arts, into the public school system in Cleveland, the University School, and 
later The Asheville School. Anderson had been strongly influenced by Dr. T. C. 
Mendenhall, president of Worcester Polytechnic Institute. Dr. Mendenhall's ideas were 
themselves derived from Herbert Spencer/ 

The University School was flourishing in 1900, but the founders wanted an all-boarding 
school, far from the distractions of a large city. They decided to found another school, in 
a southern location. The founders sought a warmer climate, a location that had a stream 
running through it, and plenty of acreage for playing fields. It also had to be near a 
railroad. The first catalog of the school stated: "The school should be situated in the 
most healthful region east of the Mississippi River, in a climate giving the largest 
opportunities for outdoor life."8 

In 1899, Anderson set out by train, heading for Virginia to search for suitable property 
when he met J. H. Cutler, a representative of the General Electric railways, who had just 
taken over operation of Asheville's electric railways. He related glowing accounts about 
Asheville. Anderson decided to see for himself and was impressed with the beauty and 
the climate of the area. He and Mitchell immediately set about looking for a suitable site 
for the school. The founders purchased from M. J. Tennent 87.25 acres of farm land six 
miles west of Asheville in Sulphur Springs. The land had the Ragsdale Creek flowing 
through it and bordered the Murphy Branch of Southern Railway.9 By the end of 1900, 
Mitchell and Anderson had purchased approximately 310 more acres, making the 
original acreage of the school close to 400 acres.l0 Upon founding of the school, 
Ragsdale Creek was dammed to provide for a crew team and other recreational activities. 
A wooden dam, constructed in 1901 gave way to an earthworks clam in 1904. In 1906, 
the Faragher Company of Cleveland began construction of a concrete dam, which lasted 
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until 1960 when it gave way and flooded the valley. Burnham S. Colburn of Asheville 
built the last dam in 1960-6],11 By 1924, the school had acquired additional land to the 
southeast, including what would soon be developed into the Malvern Hills property, 
which Anderson hoped to develop with fine homes similar to those in Biltmore Forest 
Roads and lots were laid out for this subdivision, and a nine-hole golf course with a club 
house was built by Anderson as part of the development of the property, but full 
development of Malvern Hills did not happen until the 1950s and 1960s. i2 

At Asheville School, Anderson was in charge- of the sciences, manual training, and the 
physical plant, while Mitchell, a Harvard graduate in the classics, oversaw the other 
academic subjects as well as serving as the school's first headmaster along with Newton 
Anderson. George Jackson taught mathematics and \vas in charge of athletics. In 190 I, 
the founders were joined by Henry Beardslee, a noted botanist, who was left behind for a 
year at the University' School to ensure a smooth transition for the new headmaster. 
Beardslee was given the title of Senior Master, a title carried today by that teacher who 
has the longest tenure with the school. 

Once the initial land was purchased, Anderson and Mitchell called in John Milton Dyer, 
an architect from Cleveland. Dyer had taught mechanical drawing and mathematics at 
the University School from 1892-94. He left for Europe where he graduated with a 
degree in architecture from the Ecole des Beaux Arts in Paris. Upon returning to the 
United States, he opened up an architectural firm in Cleveland in 1900. Among other 
buildings he designed in the Cleveland area was the Cleveland City Hall, dating from 
1916. The plans for Anderson Hall, known then simply as "The House", were completed 
by Mr. Dyer in ·1900. Mrs: Newton Mitchell's brother, J. Wentworth Smith, also of 
Cleveland, was the contractor. The building, with five floors including an attic and a 
basement, contained alcoves for younger boys, rooms for older boys and teachers, 
modest apartments for the headmasters, classrooms and an infirmary. A central oak 
stairway was located in a large common room, known as "The Hall". This stairway was 
removed in 1919 and replaced by a fireproof stairwell on the north side of the building, 13 

A simple "temporary" structure called the dining hall was built from the scaffolding of 
"The House". (It lasted for forty-seven years). 

Fifty-three students from grades five through twelve enrolled in 1900, the first year the 
school was in operation. The curriculum for the first four grades, called "forms" 
according to the British ~s-tem, were English, Arithmetic, Geography, History, and 
Latin, with Drawing, Modeling, or Woodcarving being offered at various levels for the 
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manual training classes. While the University School had a much more extensive manual 
training program, this was unique to the Asheville area, and certainly a program which 
attracted some of the early students. The last four forms consisted of two courses of 
study, the classical and the scientific. The classical course prepared boys to enter any 
college or university, and the scientific course prepared boys for technical schools, and 
gave a thorough English education to those who would go immediately into business. 14 

The study of English, mathematics, history, science, and manual training was required of 
all students. Instruction in instrumental music was also provided. This core curriculum, 
the basis of a liberal arts education, is still offered at Asheville School. However, 
manual training was dropped in the early 1950s. The fifth and sixth grades were dropped 
in the early years, the seventh and eighth grades in 1964. 

In 1903, the second building, known simply as "The School", (now Mitchell Hall) was 
built adjacent to "The House". It is likely this building was also designed by J. M. Dyer. 
It contained all of the classrooms and laboratories, administrative offices, a large study 
hall, and a theater. It, too, had a large central oak stairway, which was replaced in 1968 
by two fireproof stairwells on the north and south ends of the building. In 1907, theM. 
J. Lawrence family erected a second dormitory in memory of their son Millard Percy, 
who was accidentally killed in a hunting accident (Dyer may also have designed this 
building). Lawrence Hall, ·also known as "Senior House", housed the upper forms. With 
the addition of this new .. dormitory, "The House" then came to be known as "Junior 
House" because the younger boys lived there.l5 Then, in 1912, a new gymnasium 
replaced a wooden structure used for calisthenics during inclement weather. Named for 
the family of George Perkins Raymond, the gym, which was state-of-the-art for its time, 
contained a three-lane swimming pool, basketball court, apparatus room, locker rooms 
and showers. 

Also in 1912, the Lawrence family built the first section of "The Headmaster's Cottage", 
a home for Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell, and a place for the Lawrence family to stay when they 
visited the campus.l6 This building, too, may have been designed by Mr. Dyer. 
Declining health forced the retirement of Mr. Mitchell in 1919, at which time the large 
living room and second story bedrooms were added. Mr. and Mrs. Anderson and their 
only child, Arney, (Mrs. Arney Anderson Henke) moved in. The "Carriage House" in 
back of this building was built sometime between 1912 and 1919Y In 1927, it was 
completely renovated as a faculty residence and was used as such until 1990. 
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Mr. Mitchell died in 1921, and Anderson bought out his share of the still for-profit 
institution. In 1924, Anderson turned over the headmastership to Mr. George Jackson, 
while he took the title of Director. Anderson wanted to concentrate on developing his 
Malvern Hills property to generate more funds for the school. It has always been his 
hope to turn the school over to a board of trustees made up of alumni and, thus, become a 
non-profit entity. But in 1926, Jackson died suddenly, and the Asheville real estate 
market was showing signs of collapsing .... Anderson was forced to sell the school to 

' ' 

Pittsburgh industrialist Walter P. Fraser. Fraser hired Howard Bement, chair of the 
English department of the Hill School in Pottsclam, Pennsylvania, to run the school. 
Bement was the fourth headmaster and the first from outside the ranks of the founding 
fathers. Bement rejuvenated the school; one of his first projects was to provide the first 
off-dormitory residences for faculty. The stone Faculty Duplex was built in 1928-29 
from plans described by Mr. Fraser. 18 The second faculty duplex was also completed in 
1928, along with the conversion of the carriage house into a residence. 

In November 1928, the William Spencer Boyd Memorial Chapel was completed. A gift 
·of Mary Boyd of Indianapolis in memory of her son, the chapel was designed by Thomas 
Hibben of Indiana and New York. It was constructed of Salisbury, North Carolina 
granite and Louisiana pine. 19 The pews, altar, pulpit, and ministers' chairs were hand
crafted by George Arthur, who taught manual training, and Robert Valier, partners in the 
Artisans' Shop in Biltmore Forest. In 1934, noted local architect and silversmith William 
Dodge designed and executed the stained glass chancel windows and the altar 
brassworks. 

It soon became apparent to Dr. Bement that Mr. Fraser was not going to carry on the old 
traditions of the school, preferring to rename it The Asheville School for Training in 
Christian Leadership and intending it to be a vehicle for his own particular philosophy. 
In 1930, with the help of his good friend, Philip R. Clarke, president of the Chicago 
Bank and. Trust, Bement was able to float bonds to the alumni to buy back the school 
from Fraser. Since 1930, the Asheville School has operated as a non-profit institution, 
fulfilling Anderson's dream. The school continued to have some financial difficulties in 
the 1930s and 1940s, however, and from 1933-1946 the school was placed in a Deed of 
Trust with the City National Bank & Trust in Chicago. 

Bement died in 1936, while still in office as headmaster, and was succeeded by David R. 
Fall, his former pupil at the Hill School, who had come to Asheville to teach in 1928.20 
Two buildings were dedicated in 1937 in memory of Howard Bement, the Howard 
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Bement Guest House and the Crawford Music House. Both were designed by Asheville 
architect Anthony Lord. George Arthur's son, Frank, co-owner of the Artisans' 
Workshop, carved the frieze over the fireplace and hand-crafted a large music cabinet in 
the music house. The Music House was the gift of John M. Crawford of Parkersburg, 
West Virginia.2l It was his intention that it be called the Bement Music House, but the 
Trustees, in an effort to avoid confusion, did not want two buildings bearing Bement's 
name, and so named it for the benefactor. 

Much of the beauty of the campus is the result of landscaping donated by Chauncey D. 
Beadle, landscape architect in residence at the Biltmore Estate untill950s, and trained by 
Frederick Law Olmsted, designer of the Estate. In 1934, he had enrolled his three 

. stepsons, the Rudolf boys, and was so impressed with the school that he offered his 
landscaping design and plant materials to the school free of charge. His design included 
enlarging and relocating the school entrance, and landscaping for the BemenL House and 
the Music House. Much of this design, except for the evergreen trees lining the entrance 
road into the campus, has been lost to damage or weather over the years. 

In 1947, Anthony Lord designed his third building on the campus. Memorial Hall, 
which honored those Asheville School boys who lost their lives in World War II, 
replaced the "temporary" dining hall built in 1900. Lord designed the chandeliers in the 
room, and Charles Rubsamen, master carpenter living on campus, designed and built tiVO 
cabinets, four large oak tables, and several oak waiters' tables. 

The last building to be supervised by headmaster Fall before his retirement in 1964 was 
the Philip R. Clarke House; which provides five faculty apartments attached to Lawrence 
Hall. In 1964, John L. Tyrer, an English teacher at the Hill School, became the sixth 
headmaster. During liis 28-year tenure, the school concentrated on offering a four-year 
college preparatory curriculum. The Tyrer years saw the building of the Rodgers 
Memorial Athletic Center, made possible through the beneficence of former Texaco 
president W. Starling Rodgers '04 .. Replacing the 1912 gym, the new complex has a six
lane Olympic-sized pool, three full-sized basketball/volleyball courts, a weight room, and 
team rooms. In 1982, one portion of the old Perkins Gym was converted into the Walker 
Arts Center, which houses a 380-seat theater, an art department, and music rooms. 
Under Tyrer's guidance, the first African-American students were enrolled in 1968, and 
in 1972, girls were offered admission as day students. In 1986, six girls were offered 
housing on campus, and by 1990, the first girls' dormitory, Kehaya House, was 
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dedicated. In 1984, also during Tyrer's time at the school, state officials found fault in 
the lake's concrete spillway. The school was told to repair the dam or breach the lake. 
Years before, the state had built a road over the dam and had assisted the school in the 
maintenance of the dam. They refused to honor this earlier agreement, and the school 
could not afford the cost of a new dam, which was estimated at high as $3.7 million. In 
1987, Lake Ashnoca was breached and the dam removed.22 

Tyrer retired in 1992 and was replaced by WilliamS. Peebles IV. Now in his fourth year 
as head of the school, Peebles managed the construction of the Sharp Dining Hall(fyrer 
Student Center/Crawford Art Gallery, a complex built on the footprint of the old Perkins 
Gymnasium of 1912. 

Being founded by two men from the mid-west, it was natural that in the early years the 
Asheville School would attract most of its students from the Ohio, Illinois, Michigan, 
and Indiana areas. They all "prepped" for the Ivy League schools and were accepted 

-almost without question, into Yale, Harvard, Princeton, Cornell, and similar colleges and 
universities. It was not until the 1950s that more boys from the South began to enroll. 
Currently, most of the students come from the Southeast, but twenty states · are 
represented, with fourteen foreign countries, completing the diverse enrollment. The 
academic programs offered at Asheville School has drawn students from across the 
nation since its founding, and continues this tradition of excellence·today. 

Asheville School has, through the years, graduated many illustrious alumni. Over three 
thousand alumni are scattered throughout the country, bringing recognition to their 
school as well as to Asheville and North Carolina. Some well-known names include 
James Grove Seely '26, grandson of E.W. Grove; Ashevillians Frank Coxe '17, Tench 
Coxe '17, Tench Francis Coxe '12, W. F. P. Coxe '21, Julian Woodcock '21, Hiram Cody 
'33, Baxter Taylor '36, and Reuben Holden '36; George Milburn Studebaker, Jr. '06 of 
South Bend, Indiana; Edmund Ball '23 of the Ball Bros. Jar Company of Muncie, 
Indiana; J. C. Penney, Jr. ' 23; the Firestone boys of Akron, Ohio, Harvey '16, Russell 
'19, and Roger '31; James Kimberly '26 of the Kimberly-Clark family; the sons of World 
War I Ace Eddie Rickenbacker, David '44, and Bill '45; H. C. Robbins Landon '43, world 
authority on Mozart and Haydn; Herbert Fisk Johnson '18 and Samuel Curtis Johnson '46 
of Johnson & Sons Wax Company; and Leigh Perkins '46, CEO of the Orvis Company23 
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Architecture and Landscape Architecture Context 

Buncombe County. NC 

The Asheville School is the only example of a day and boarding school college 
preparatory campus in the city of Asheville. It is the only example of this type of 
campus in Buncombe County, and seemingly in the state of North Carolina which retains 
a high degree of integrity in terms of the large number of architecturally high style 
historic academic, residence, and support services buildings on the campus, as well as 
retaining much of its original wooded acreage. The rolling fields, lakebed to the south, 
and wooded buffers make it the largest campus of this kind in the city. In addition to the 
historic land acreage which is still associated with the campus, Asheville School is 
significant for its association with many locally and nationally prominent architects, 
craftsmen, and landscape architects. Among these are John Milton Dyer, Thomas 
Hibben, Anthony Lord, William Dodge, and Chauncey Beadle. The majority of campus 
buildings retain a high degree of original integrity in terms of architectural style and 
craftsmanship. 

While it appears that J. Milton Dyer did not design any other work in the Asheville area. 
at the turn of the century, he was a prominent architect in the Cleveland, Ohio area in the 
first two decades of the twentieth century. 24 His work at the Asheville School was 
amon£ b.1s earliest commissions. Dyer was born in Middletown, Pennsylvania in 1870, 
and moved with his family to Cleveland in 1881. He received his architectural training 
at the Cleveland Institute of Technology and the Ecole des Beaux Arts in Paris. Dyer 
died in 1952. During his lifetime, some of. the buildings he designed included the 
Brooklyn Savings & Loan (1904), the Tavern Club (1905), the First Methodist 
Episcopal Church (1905), the Peerless Motor Car Company (1906), the Cleveland 
Athletic Club (1911), and Cleveland's City Hall (1916). Dyer was inactive in his 
architectural practice for many years, but designed the U.S. Coast Guard Station in 
Cleveland in 1940. In addition to the many commercial and institutional buildings he 
designed, Dyer also designed many residences in the Cleveland area. As noted in the 
book Cleveland Architecture 1876-1976 by Eric Johannesen, Dyer was considered to be 
an extremely versatile architect capable of designing in a wide range of styles. While his 
most productive years were barely two decades long, he had gained national pro'minence 
by 1906, when his work was featured in an article in The Architectural Record.25 Styles 
he utilized in his buildings included the Beaux Arts for the Cleveland City Hall, 
Commercial Classical for the Brooklyn Savings & Loan, Gothic Revival for the First 
Methodist Episcopal Church, Art Nouveau/ Arts & Crafts for the Peerless Motor Car 
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Company, and Sullivanesque for the Cleveland Athletic Club.26 The Tavern Club with its 
Tudoresque and Gothic Revival influences is the closest stylistically to Anderson Hall at 
the Asheville School. However, Anderson Hall, like many of Dyer's other buildings, 
appears to be completely unique, and is yet another example of this architect's versatility. 

Thomas E. Hibben, architect for Boyd Chapel, was, like Dyer, a prominent architect in 
the early part of the twentieth century. Born in Indianapolis, Indiana, he attended the 
Irvington public school in Indianapolis, and later the Manual Training High School. 
From 1910-11 he attended the Butler preparatory school, and then went on for his 
undergraduate college training at Princeton University, which he attended for two years. 
His education was interrupted by the death of his father, and he spent some time in the 
family's mercantile business and then in World War I. Soon after the war he attended a 
vocational school in Paris, France, and began his study of architecture. He completed 
these studies at the University of Pennsylvania. He then returned to Indianapolis where 
he worked for a time with Herbert Foltz and then Robert Frost Daggett. In 1923, he 
began traveling to study other university architecture in preparation for his work at Butler 
University and the design of Jordan Hall. Soon after this he established his own firm in 
New York, completing the design of Jordan Hall from his new office. At the same time 
Boyd Chapel at the Asheville School was under construction, Hibben's Jordan Hall at 
Butler University in Indianapolis was also being built. Identical in many aspects to 
Boyd Chapel; it'too utilized the Art Deco style of the 1920s, including the granite facing 
and limestone Chevron details at the cornice level. In addition to these buildings, Hibben 
designed the Phi Delta Theta house on the Butler campus, the Indiana Lincoln 
Memorial and the Indianapolis Chamber of Commerce. In addition to his work as an 
architect, Thomas Hibben was an artist involved in the design of memorial windows at 
Riley Hospital in Indianapolis, and completed many etchings, lithographs, and sculptures 
in his day.27 He wrote many books on architecture, and served as the technical advisor 
for many developing countries in his work with the United Nations.28 He was technical 
advisor to Brazil and an engineering advisor to the United States section of the Caribbean 
Commission. He also served as an advisor for foreign economic development in the 
Office of the International Trade. 29 Thomas Hibben died on March 19, 1952, in Pakistan, 
where he was serving as chief technical advisor for the country. 

In the later years of the development of the Asheville School, three locally prominent 
men, Anthony Lord, William Dodge, and Chauncey Beadle, were associated with the 
school. Anthony Lord, born in Asheville in 1900, received his degree in mechanical 
engineering from the Georgia Institute of Technology in 1922, and his degree in 
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architecture from Yale in 1927. Beginning in 1929, Anthony Lord worked with his 
father, William Lord, another prominent Asheville architect. This association lasted only 
four years, as William Lord was killed in a tragic automobile accident in 1933.30 Also 
beginning in 1929, Anthony Lord ran a blacksmith shop for his ornamental ironwork 
business. Known as Flint Architect\}ral Forgings, he created metalwork for the National 
Cathedral in Washington, D.C., the library quad at Yale, and for many homes in 
Biltmore Forest in Asheville. His skills as a blacksmith led to his being a charter 
member of the Southern Highland Handicraft Guild,located in Asheville. 31 This 
business lasted until 1937, but Lord continued to create ironwork for many of his 
buildings after this time, including those at Asheville School. Lord was one of the 
founding members in 1942 of the Asheville architectural firm SiJ< Associates, which is 
still in existence today. An artist, craftsman, and architect who was well versed in the 
styles of the day, Lord traveled extensively in Europe, creating watercolor sketches of 
buildings and scenery. Other buildings which Tony Lord designed in the Asheville area 
include the Dillingham Presbyterian Church (1934), the International style Weizenblatt 
House (1937, with nationally renowned architect Marcel Breuer), the Asheville Citizen
Times building on O'Hemy Avenue in the Art Moderne style (1938), and the Horace 
Miller House in Biltmore Forest in a Mediterranean style (1925). Lord's work at .. ihe 
Asheville School was purposely designed in the Tudor and Gothic Revival styles to blend 
these later 1930s and 1940s buildings with the earlier buildings on campus. While 
immensely different from his work in other parts of tO!\'n, the quality design of all three 
of the buildings on the Asheville School campus show clearly the versatility evident in 
Lord's work (Bement Guest House, #17, Crawford Music House, #5, and Memorial Hall, 
#9). Anthony Lord died in Asheville on December 9, 1993. Lord was closely associated 
with William· Waldo Dodge, another locally prominent architect who was also well 
versed in the manual arts, including woodworking and silversmithing. Dodge was born 
in Washington, D.C. in 1895, and received his architectural trai1iing at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology. He came to Asheville in 1918 after being injured in World War 
I, and stayed at the Veteran's Hospital in Oteen. While at the hospital he learned the craft 
of silversmithing. Dodge was associated with the Artisan's Shop in Biltmore Forest as 
well as another shop, Asheville Silvercraft, which was located on Charlotte Street, and 
later moved to a shop in Biltmore Forest. The Biltmore Forest building, Dodge's 
architectural studio and silversmith shop, is an example of the Arts & Crafts style, 
showcasing Dodge's skills as a designer, artist, and craftsman. Built in 1928, it is filled 
with wood carvings and metalwork. Dodge also designed the Frock Shop and the 
Artisan's Shop (no longer existing) in Biltmore Forest at this same time, 1927-30. Other 
work of Dodge includes several houses in Biltmore Forest dating from the 1920s, anti 
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residences for the Enka Corporation around Enka Lake in Buncombe County in the 
1930s. Dodge, like Lord, was a founding member of Six Associates. He returned to 
private practice in 1950, and retired in 1958. While none of the buildings on the 
Asheville School campus were designed by Dodge, evidence of his skills as a master 
craftsman are still visible in the windows and altar brassworks of Boyd Chapel (#8). 
The last of the three local designers associated with Asheville School is Chauncey 
Beadle. Beadle had studied at the Ontario Agricultural College and at Cornell University 
before arriving in Asheville in 1890 with Frederick Law Olmsted, landscape architect for 
the Biltmore Estate.32 Beadle was trained in the "Olmstedian" style of landscape design 
which included as design elements curving, tree-lined streets, close attention to the 
topography, and use of native plant materials. After his work with Olmsted at the 
Biltmore Estate, Beadle became chief nurseryman for the Olmsted Brothers landscape 
architectural firm, and then became the head landscape gardener at the Estate until 1950. 
Beadle was responsible for the layout of t\VO Asheville neighborhoods, Grove Park 
(1908) imd Biltmore Forest (1922) . Both of these neighborhoods follow closely the 
Olmstedian design philosophies noted above. While not nearly as extensive as the woi'k 
he did in these neighborhoods, Beadle's work at the Asheville School- in 1934 involved 
these same. philosophies in the design of the curving approach road lined with native 
evergreen trees, and the planting of native materials near many of the campus buildings. 
While much of the detail of Beadle's design of the campus has been lost through the 
years, the approach road remains as a reminder of his work at Asheville School and the 
Olmsted ian influence there. 

The only. other comparable private day and boarding school facility in Buncombe County 
is Christ School, located in the town of Arden. The campus. is currently larger than 
Asheville School, with a total acreage of approximately 500 acres. It features open lawn 
spaces, forests, and fields. Extensive athletic facilities are part of the campus life, as is a 
three-acre lake, added to the campus in the 1950s, which is used for canoeing, kayaking, 
fishing, and swimming. The campus is reached by way of a rural residential road and an 
approach drive with ihe original chapel building at the entrance to the main campus area. 
All of the current buildings are loosely arranged around a central oval green space, 
ringed in portions by large boxwoods. Some of these current buildings include the 
original chapel (1906), the dining hall (1915, remodeled in the 1990s into an alumni 
center), dormitories (1930, 1938, 1948, and 1959), the infirmary (1938), the main 
classroom building (1940), and the headmaster's house (1968). Set further back from 
this grouping of buildings are faculty cottages dating from the 1950s and 1960s 
primarily. The athletic fields and two new dormitories, currently under construction, are 
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located to the east of the main cluster of buildings, with a view of the mountains beyond. 
The original chapel building, dating from 1906, is the oldest building which still remains 
on the campus. The original classroom buildings and the rustic cabins used to house the 
students are no longer in existence. Also located on the property is the ruins of the 
Alexander Robertson House, Struan Plantation, dating from 1855, and a stone house 
which also dates from the 19th century.33 The chapel building is an intact example of a 
Gothic Revival structure, built by the founder of the school, Reverend .Thomas Wetmore. 
While utilizing the Gothic Revival in much of its detailing, it is truly a vernacular 
building, built by Reverend Wetmore and students, using as its main building material a 
brown mica schist which was quarried locally. This stone is rough cut, and randomly 
laid, and is used not only on this building, but on all structures built after this time, up to 
the current day. The repetitious use of this stone ori all new buildings around the main 
green space gives the campus a very cohesive appearance.· Many of the later buildings 
were also built by students as part of their manual training program. In contrast to the 
Asheville School, Christ School has lost many of its early buildings which served as 
reminders of the school's beginnings. Just as the educational philosophies of the schools 
were vastly different, the architecture is also very different at the two schools. Asheville 
School's buildings were, in almost all cases, designed by prominent architects of the day, 
in fashionable architectural styles, while those at Christ School were more vernacular 
buildings, beautifully crafted, but not high style or architect-designed until later years. 

Educational Context 

The Asheville School is the only example of a boarding school college-preparatory 
campus in the city of Asheville, and appears to be the only school of this type in the state 
of North Carolina which was founded upon the idea of educating both the mind and body 
of the young man. The founding of Asheville School as well as the University School 
in Cleveland, Ohio, were daring experiments in preparatory education, as it challenged 
the time-honored system of classical education of British origin. The idea in Newton M. 
Anderson's mind, in the founding of both of these schools, was an institution where boys 
could prepare for college, where the body, through organized athletics, would be trained 
as well as the mind~ and where boys could learn constructive work with their hands as 
well as their heads. 34 

Prior to coming to Asheville, Newton Anderson founded the University School in 
Cleveland, in 1890. While certainly not the first college preparatory institution in the 
country, the University School was the first college preparatory institution to develop 
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three essentially radical new philosophies of education. The first new philosophy was the 
idea that boys could be educated in a college preparatory curriculum, but not have to 
leave home to attain this goal. Many college preparatory institutions at the time required 
full-time boarding, but Anderson felt that the "country day" philosophy of providing 
college-preparatory education, but allowing the boys to go home in the evenings was a 
much more desirable venture.35 The second philosophy was that boys should be trained 
in the manual arts and applied technology along with the classical curriculums.36 Third, 
Anderson felt that training the mind as well as the body were essential for the young 
man's total education. Previous to his founding of the University School, Anderson had 
worked within the public school system in Cleveland as a teacher at Central High School. 
There, he became a staunch proponent of the idea of manual training in the schools, as 
well as the traditional classical studies. Anderson's ideas were not accepted by the 
administration of the public schools, so, in 1885, he began to offer evening classes in 
metal working, woodworking, and related manual arts. He reu·ofittecl a building on East 
46th Street in Cleveland, the Harvey Barn, for this purpose. Persuasive even as a young 
man, Anderson was able to gain the support of prominent men in the Cleveland area to 
support a true manual arts school, and in 1886, the Cleveland Manual Training School 
was begun. Soon after this, seeing the success of this venture, the Cleveland School 
Board purchased the school and included it in its public offerings. Anderson was able to 
gain the support of the same men who had helped found the Manual Training School to 
help him begin . the University School. As the Industrial Age in America grew in 
magnitude, there was a growing need for the training of young men in technical skills, 
and schools, both regionally and nationally, began to develop. Newton Anderson played 
a key role in the furthering of this educational trend. After ten years at the University 
School, Anderson began to see the disadvantages of trying to combine the "country clay" 
philosophy with a boarding school, and began to look around for a place to begin another 
institution which would be solely a boarding facility. When he settled upon Asheville, he 
brought with him these same educational philosophies that were so prevalent at the 
University School, minus the "country day" type of organization. Indeed, the founding 
principles of the University School could have also .been. used to describe the Asheville 
School.37 Anderson's prominence in the educational community ensured the immediate 
success of the Asheville School, drawing students first from the mid-west, but later 
nationally and internationally. 

The only other example of a boarding school in Buncombe County is Christ School, 
located in the town of Arden. It was founded in 1900, but with a much different 
educational philosophy than the Asheville School. Founded by the Episcopal Church, its 
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main purpose was to educate indigent boys and girls from the mountains of Western 
North Carolina in basic subjects, as well as giving them the opportunity to learn self
sufficient farm skills and manual arts in an intensive setting, It was not set up with the 
intent of educating the "whole young man" for an Ivy League college education as was 
the Asheville SchooL Anyone who wanted to attend was admitted to the school, even if 
they were unable to pay tuition. Due to its charitable status, many students could only 
afford to attend the school for a year at a time, and some could not afford the modest 
tuition of fifty dollars per year.38 Special arrangements were worked out for these 
j:iarticular students, allowing them to make furniture in the woodworking shop, which 
could then be sold to help pay their school expenses.39 While some graduates. did 
continue on to college careers, the school was not intended to be a college preparatory 
institution, but instead was set up as a charitable organization to take the place of public 
school instruction and to help the children in the mountain communities. Students lived 
in simple cabins, with one central building used for classroom instruction.40 Religious 
education was a central focus, with one of the earliest buildings on the campus being the 
chapeL Founded by Reverend Thomas Cogdill Wetmore in 1900, Christ School did not 
graduate its first class until 1902, with a total enrollment in its first year of 90 students.41 

In 1928, when public education was more readily accessible, the school evolved into 
more of a college preparatory boarding campus, which it remains today, along with a 
strong Christian educational environment. 
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lit should be noted that U1is nomination should be updated in 1997 so this building can be counted as a 
contributing property. 
2see drawings for Memorial Hall by Anthony Lord, 1946. (in archives at Asheville School) 
3Jbid. 
4Ibid. 
SJbid. 
<1-rhe US Story. 1965. 
7 Asheville SchooL An lnfonnal History 
8Yearbook of Asheville School, 1900-01. 
9"Sky News", from The Asheville Chamber of Commerce, Febmary 1950. 
10Buncombe County Deed Records, 1899-1947. 
ll Alumni Magazine, January 1949. · 
l2Anderson had always been interested in the affairs of Asheville tmd was president of the Civitan Club, 
vice president of the Asheville Real Estate Board, and chainnan of the Board of County Commissioners 
from 1928-30. 
l3conversation in 1991 wit!) George Anderson, nephew of Newton Anderson. 
l4Yearbook of Asheville School, 1900-01. 
lSnw Asheville School Review, 1907. 
l6Asheville School Review, 1913. 
l7Mrs. Henke remembers it as a garage witl1 servant's quarters on U1e second lloor, in 1919. 
l8From correspondence of Judge Junius Admns. Adams was the school's attorney for many years and 
was made chairman of the l1rst Board of Tmstees. · 
19 Ashnoca, 1952. 
20The carriage house was remodeled for David Fall and his wife in 1928 when he came to the school to 
teach 
21 Crawford was a noted collector of Chinese art and caligraphy, who donated his extensive collection to 
The Metropolitan Museum of Art. When the Walker Arts Center opened in 1982, Crawford asked the 
Museum to loan some of the works to the school for ru1 exhibit. 
22Asheville Citizen-Times, 1987. 
23 Asheville School Student Directory 
24The Encyclopedia of Cleveland History. 1987, p. 352. 
25Joharmesen, Eric. Cleveland Architecture 1876-1976. Cleveland: The Western Reserve Historical 
Society, 1976, p. 79. 
26lbid, pp 79-84. 
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28"Hibben Remembered for Much," Collegian, April I, 1952. 
29Ibid. 
30Asheville Citizen-Times, July 28, 1933. 
31Johnson, Bruce, "Interview with Tony Lord," Pebbleda~h. January 1994. 
32Bowers, Sybil A. and Humphries, Carolyn. Grove Park Historic District National Register Nomination, 

·Asheville, North Carolina, 1988. 
33The original eleven acres of the school was purchased from the Robertson family (interview with Ellen 
Brown, Researcher at Christ School, January 22, 1996), · 
34Lecturc in 1950 _by Henry Peters, University School Headmaster, 1908-1947, Asheville School 
archives. 
35The "country day" idea did not actually work as well as Anderson had initially hoped. Later, 
the University School did change to a boarding school institution. 
36"Modem Prep School Born in Cleveland Bam." Cleveland Plain Dealer, 14 April1940. 
37These principles were: "To develop the greatest possible dexterity ofmind and body; To impart to him 
as much useful knowledge as possible; To teach hbn healtl1ful and manly habits; To aid him in fanning 
an earnest and upright-character." (from HaiL University!, p. 11) 
38Ibid. In 1916, students from Asheville School raised funds to he-lp pay for two deserving students 

at Christ School. -. 
39iJuerview with Ell<in Brown, Researcher at Cllfisi School, J,;_nuary 22, 1996. 
40•oift to Christ School", The Asheville School Review ,'1916, pp: 14-15. 
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Additional UTM References 

5 

6 

17 Easting: 353620 

17 Easting: 353400 

Verbal Boundary Description 

Northing: 3936220 

Northing: 3935700 

Buncombe County, NC 

The nominated parcel is comprised of lot numbers four, five, six, 
fifty-seven, sixty-five,·sixty-gi~, sixty-seven, sixty-eight, sixty
nine, seventy, and seventy-one on sheets twenty-nine and thirty, ward 
five of the Buncombe County tax maps. 

Boundary Justification 
The boundary includes all of the remaining property historically 
associated with the Asheville School including the athletic fields, 
circulation system, and lake bed. 
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Additional property owner (cemetery--3 acre~) 

Acton United Methodist Church 
c/o William C. Clark 
Rural Route 2, Box 170 
Candler, NC 28715 
(704) 667-2477 

Buncombe County. NC 
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Asheville School Photographs 

The following information applies to all of the photographs, except where noted. 

Name of Property: Asheville School 

Photographer: 
Date of photos: 
Location of 

original negatives: 

Asheville School Road 
Asheville 
Buncombe County 
North Carolina 

Sybil Argintar Bowers 
August 1995 
Division of Archives and History 
One Village Lane 
Asheville, North Carolina 28803 

1. Aerial photo 1: view of campus, ca. 1960, looking north. 
(Photographer, copy negative: Nick Lanier; Date: October 1995) 

2. Aerial photo 2: view of athletic fields, ca. early 1980s, looking north. 
(Photographer, copy negative: Nick Lanier; Date: October 1995) 

3. Aerial photo 3: view of campus, prior to 1927, looking northeast. 
(Photographer, copy negative: Nick Lanier; Date: October 1995) 

4. Aerial photo 4: view of Lake Ashnoca, ca. 1940s, looking east. 
(Photographer, copy negative: Nick Lanier; Date: October 1995) 

5. Main campus, looking southeast. 

6. View across fields, looking south. 

7. "Faculty Row" (entrance road), looking north. 

8. Walker Arts Center/Sharp Hall(fyrer Center, looking northeast. 
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9. Crawford Music House, interior, looking northeast. 

10. Boyd Chapel, looking west. 
(Date: October 1995) 

11. Boyd Chapel, interior, looking west. 

12. Anderson Hall, looking south. 
(Date: October 1995) 

13. Memorial Hall, looking northwest. 

14. Rodgers Memorial Athletic Center, looking southwest. 

15. Bement House, looking southeast. 
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3.  State/Federal Agency Certification 
 
 As the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended,  

I hereby certify that this  _X_ additional documentation ___ move ___ removal 
___ name change (additional documentation) ___ other   
meets the documentation standards for registering properties in the National Register of 
Historic Places and meets the procedural and professional requirements set forth in 36 
CFR Part 60.  
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
Signature of Certifying Official/Title:                                                                   Date of Action 
North Carolina Department of Natural and Cultural Resources____________________  
State or Federal agency and bureau 

 
4.  National Park Service Certification 
 
 I hereby certify that this property is:  
       entered in the National Register  
       determined eligible for the National Register  
       determined not eligible for the National Register  
       removed from the National Register  
      __ additional documentation accepted 
       other (explain:)  _____________________                                                                                    

                      
 
 
 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
Signature of the Keeper   Date of Action   
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5.  Classification 
 
Number of Resources within Property 
(Do not include previously listed resources in the count) 
 
Contributing   Noncontributing 
___12 ____     __15_______   buildings 
___1______    _   1_______    sites 
___1______    _   5________  structures 
___0______    __ 0_______    objects 
___14_____    _  21 ______    total 
 
 

8.  Statement of Significance 
 
Period of Significance 
1900-1968 

 
11. Form Prepared By 

 
name/title_Cynthia de Miranda______________________________ 
 
organization_MdM Historical Consultants ___ date_September 17, 2018______ 
 
street & number_PO Box 1399_______________ telephone_919.906.3136___________ 
 
city or town__Durham ___________________ state_NC_ zip code _27702_ 

 
12. Additional Documentation 

 
 

Property Owner   
  

(Complete this item at the request of the SHPO or FPO.) 
 
name _The Asheville School, Inc. ________________ 
  
street & number_360 Asheville School Road______ telephone__704-254-6345__________ 
 
city or town__Asheville _______________________ state_NC__ zip code _28806_ 
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Section 7: NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION 
 
The Asheville School was listed in the National Register of Historic Places in 1996. The nomination 
included a full description of the campus, as well as a detailed inventory with 
contributing/noncontributing status for the twenty resources then located on the property. The 
nomination defined the Period of Significance as 1900-1946, apparently ending the period 50 years 
before the nomination was written.1 Activities making the school significant continued to have 
importance, but not exceptional significance, and no more specific date could be defined to end the 
historic period.  
 
This additional documentation extends the Period of Significance to 1968, and updates the inventory 
to change contributing/noncontributing status where needed and to document alterations to the 
campus since the original nomination. Most buildings documented in 1996 remain unchanged in 
overall appearance and in contributing/noncontributing status. Thus, the following inventory only 
updates entries for two buildings from the original inventory: the 1947 Memorial Hall, which was 
built within the newly defined Period of Significance and considered contributing, and the 
noncontributing Rodgers Memorial Athletic Center (1975), which had a major addition ca. 1998 and 
remains noncontributing due to age. This additional documentation also includes one contributing 
building previously undocumented and adds entries for fourteen noncontributing resources built 
since the original nomination’s completion.  
 
Memorial Hall’s status has been changed from noncontributing to contributing because of the 
extension of the Period of Significance. The building was planned and designed during the original 
Period of Significance but completed in 1947, one year after the end of the original Period of 
Significance. Since the nomination was prepared, the building has been renovated as described in the 
following inventory entry and its use converted from dining hall to library. Those changes are 
detailed in the updated inventory entry below. The work did not compromise its architectural or 
historic integrity and only minimally and very sympathetically altered the exterior appearance. The 
Rodgers Memorial Athletic Center was constructed outside the updated Period of Significance and 
remains noncontributing. It has, however, been significantly altered with additions that are therefore 
described in the updated entry. The noncontributing Boathouse, built in 1960 and now within the 
Period of Significance, has not been altered but remains noncontributing because the draining of the 
lake resulted in the loss of that building’s physical context and associated landscape. The Boathouse 
stands hidden in woods that have grown up in the former lakebed and is not visible from the historic 
heart of campus, although it remains on school property. No update to its inventory entry is needed.  
                                                 
1 In the original 1996 National Register Nomination for Asheville School, the first endnote explains that the 
nomination should have been updated the following year in 1997 in order for Memorial Hall to be counted as a 
contributing property. The note reference mark is found within Memorial Hall’s inventory entry in Section 7, 
page 13 and the corresponding end note is in Section 8, page 16. Sybil Argintar Bowers and Donna Lewis. 
“Asheville School.” National Register of Historic Places nomination. 1996. On file at the North Carolina 
Historic Preservation Office, Raleigh. 
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The added contributing building is a 1937 brick coal burner shed. It stands in a wooded area north of 
Bement House and was likely overlooked in the original nomination. 
 
The fourteen new noncontributing buildings and structures are located southeast, east, and north of 
the group of historic buildings at the heart of campus and are not visible from most of that area. To 
the southeast are two log cabins (2002) and a pavilion sheltering a climbing wall (2008). The cabins 
are south of the road that leads east to the stables; the pavilion stands just north of that road. They 
are visible from Bement House and from one of the original faculty duplexes, but not from the 
majority of vantage points in the campus core. North of the pavilion and separated by a wooded area 
are seven faculty houses and duplexes built between 2003 and 2007. They line Faculty Drive, a new 
street that runs southeast from Faculty Row and is entirely buffered by woods from the historic 
campus. Finally, north of the Walker Arts Center/Sharp Hall/Tyrer Center stand three maintenance-
related structures (1997), all situated on the north side of a service road and visible from the back of 
that building.  
 
No other buildings or features have been significantly altered or erected and none have been 
demolished since the 1996 nomination. 
 
According to this updated documentation, there are now twelve contributing buildings, fifteen 
noncontributing buildings, one contributing site, one noncontributing site, one contributing structure, 
and five noncontributing structures in the district. There is a total of fourteen contributing resources, 
including the landscape, and twenty-one noncontributing resources in the district.  
 
Updated Inventory Entries 
In the original nomination, inventory entries were numbered 1 through 20. Properties being updated 
retain their original inventory numbers in this additional documentation. Newly inventoried 
properties are numbered 21 through 35. Because items in this inventory list are scattered across 
campus, sometimes in small groups, an italicized note generally describes the location of each 
building or group.  
 
In the heart of the campus core. 
9. Memorial Hall/Skinner Library, Contributing building, 1947, ca. 1960, 1990, 1997, 2016 
Anthony Lord, architect; Philip Shive, rehabilitation architect 
 
This history and description updates but does not replace the entry from the 1996 nomination. 
Memorial Hall was proposed for conversion from a dining facility into a library in Charlotte 
architect Philip Shive’s campus master plan of the late 1980s.2 That work was done in 1997 and is 
described below, but the general appearance of the exterior and the most significant room in the 
interior—the dining hall—remains unaltered.  

                                                 
2 Philip Shive, “Asheville School Master Plan,” undated, Asheville School Archives. 
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The changes in 1997 included replacing the original wood windows with aluminum-clad wood 
windows throughout the building and converting mechanical space in the basement to programmatic 
space. The new windows have muntin patterns matching the originals and completely fill the 
original openings, with the exception of a few openings that were infilled at the northwest elevation, 
as described below. The original doors at the main entrance and at the front-gabled bay of the facade 
remain. 
 
Converting the basement to programmatic use required the relocation of HVAC equipment. It is now 
at the exterior, at the rear of the building, situated immediately east of the loading dock. A new 
lattice-brick wall shields the equipment from view. At the loading dock, the originally deep recess at 
the centered entry has been eliminated. A new brick wall has double-leaf metal doors and is only 
slightly recessed within the original wide opening.  
 
Exterior changes at the northwest elevation, where the basement level is exposed and faces a 
quadrangle, reflect the shift in use at the basement interior. The nature of the changes are to present a 
more refined elevation, which reflects its programmatic use rather than its previous utilitarian use, 
and is in keeping with the appearance of the rest of the building. The eleven-bay northwest elevation 
originally featured garage and equipment doors as well as the same multilite casement and fixed 
windows seen elsewhere on the building. The garage and equipment doors in bays four and seven 
(counting left to right) were replaced with double-leaf wood French doors. The original transom 
above the door at bay seven was removed and infilled with a cast-concrete panel; a sconce installed 
at the panel lights the entrance. Likewise, upper halves of the narrow window openings at the lower 
level in bays eight through ten have been infilled with concrete panels and have sconces installed. A 
matching French door was added to bay eleven, replacing the original window and set into a 
widened opening. The new door at bay eleven has a panel with sconce above the door, replicating 
the new look created at bay seven. Across the elevation at bays seven through eleven, the wall below 
the level of the lower window sills was originally exposed poured concrete; it has been faced with 
brick since 1996. Finally, the earthen bank at bays one through six has been removed and replaced 
with a landing at the door in bay four flanked by stairs paralleling the elevation and edged with a 
brick wall with sloped top edge with concrete coping. This stair echoes the original double stair that 
leads from the quad at the west corner of the building up to the façade.  
 
The main dining hall, the functional heart of the building from the students’ perspective, is now used 
as a reading room, a similar communal use. It occupies the front-facing gabled bay, at the large 
pointed-arched window of the facade. The new function leaves the space open and the exposed 
trusses of the roof support intact. New carpet covers the concrete floor. The entrance foyer retains 
the original six-foot-high wainscot. Kitchen areas have been converted into library book stacks, 
requiring the removal of all kitchen facilities. A small dining room is now used as a conference room 
with no alterations. Original crawl spaces have been excavated to provide additional interior space.  
 
Some general maintenance completed in 2016 included new slate flooring in the building’s lobby 
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and repair and updates to exterior stairs and to the roof. The original curved wall and two staircases 
at the west corner of the building were repointed. Original bricks remain and the appearance is 
unchanged. The slate roof has new snow guards, arranged in triple rows close to the eaves.  
 
To the southwest of the campus core. 
10. Rodgers Memorial Athletic Center, Noncontributing building, 1975, ca. 1998 
 
*Note: This inventory entry describes changes to the building since the original nomination.  It has 
not changed contributing/noncontributing status and is not included in the section 5 resource count.      
 
A substantial one-story-on basement addition was constructed in 1998 to the west, north, and east 
sides of the original single-story concrete building. The addition is flat-roofed with a center barrel-
arched section. The ground floor has a brick exterior with cast concrete window sills and lintels. 
Windows are very large, aluminum fixed-sash, and set singly or in pairs across the elevations. The 
basement level, exposed at the south and southeast ends, is of split-face concrete block punctuated 
with large vents that mirror the size and placement of widows in the floor above. Part of the original 
building is visible at the south and west ends and features blind concrete wall with metal coping and 
a flat roof. A vent and single-leaf personnel door are at the south elevation. The interior was 
completely remodeled with the addition. 
 
To the southeast of the campus core (21-24).  
21. Paulson Outdoor Center, Noncontributing building, 2002 
 
One-and-a-half-story-on-basement, side-gabled, plank-log cabin with dovetail notching; concrete 
chinking; one-over-one wood windows; gabled dormers; v-crimp metal roofing; shed-roofed front 
and rear porches with plain wood supports, brackets, and balustrades; stuccoed concrete-block 
chimney at northeast gabled wall; and stuccoed concrete-block basement exposed at the rear 
elevation. The Paulson Outdoor Center is southeast of the Bement House, just south of the road 
leading to the stables.  
 
22. Log Cabin, Noncontributing building, 2002 
 
One-and-a-half-story-on-basement, side-gabled, plank-log cabin with dovetail notching; concrete 
chinking; one-over-one wood windows, shed dormer; v-crimp metal roofing; shed-roofed front and 
rear porches with plain wood supports, brackets, and balustrades; stuccoed concrete-block chimney 
at southwest gabled wall, and stuccoed concrete-block basement exposed at the rear elevation. The 
log cabin is immediately west/southwest of the Paulson Outdoor Center and is used as part of the 
outdoor education program.  
 
23. Mary Wall climbing wall, Noncontributing structure, 2008 
 
An octagonal wood pavilion with square columns and metal roof shelters plywood climbing walls 
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also arranged in an octagon. The pavilion is north of the road leading to the stables, between the 
Bement House and the Paulson Outdoor Center.  
 
24. Coal burner shed, Contributing building, 1937 
 
Single-story brick building with single-leaf door at the south elevation; its roof appears to be either 
flat or hipped, but vines covering the roof obscure the shape and roof covering. The building stands 
in the woods northwest of the Mary Wall climbing wall. The small structure served as the coal 
burner for the Bement House until the 1950s, when heating for the entire campus was converted to 
oil.3  
 
To the east of the campus core sit seven noncontributing residential buildings that occupy roughly 
five heavily wooded acres straddling Faculty Drive (25-31).  
25. Everest House, 3 Faculty Drive, Noncontributing building, 2003 
 
Two-story, side-gabled, double-pile house on continuous brick foundation with two front-facing 
gables; gabled portico at front stoop sheltering half-glazed two-panel wood door with sidelights; 
faux half-timbering over stucco exterior; double-hung and casement wood windows with simulated 
divided lights; attached two-car garage at northwest elevation and recessed from façade; and asphalt 
shingle roofing.  
 
26. Ron Bromley House & Dell Bromley House Duplex, 7-9 Faculty Drive, Noncontributing 
building, 2006 
 
Two-story, side-gabled duplex with symmetrical façade featuring slightly projecting front-gabled 
center bay flanked by gabled porticos at front stoops with battered posts on ashlar piers; single-leaf 
entry doors with metal storm doors under porticos; cement-fiber lap siding; simulated divided-light 
double-hung vinyl windows arranged in pairs and flanking fixed picture windows; simulated 
divided-light casement vinyl windows; stuccoed foundation; and asphalt shingle roofing.  
 
27. Laura House and Karen House Duplex, 11-13 Faculty Drive, Noncontributing building, 2006 
 
Two-story, side-gabled duplex with symmetrical façade featuring slightly projecting front-gabled 
center bay flanked by gabled porticos at front stoops with battered posts on ashlar piers; single-leaf 
entry doors with metal storm doors under porticos; cement-fiber lap siding; simulated divided-light 
double-hung vinyl windows arranged in pairs and flanking fixed picture windows; simulated 
divided-light casement vinyl windows; stuccoed foundation; and asphalt shingle roofing.  
 
 
 

                                                 
3 Tom Bleick, Asheville School Director of Facilities, email correspondence with the author, January 17, 2017.  
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28. Cincinnati House, 15 Faculty Drive, Noncontributing building, 2003 
 
Two-story, side-gabled, double-pile house with two front-facing gables on continuous brick 
foundation; gabled portico at front stoop sheltering half-glazed over two-panel wood door; faux half-
timbering over stucco exterior; double-hung and casement wood windows with simulated divided 
lights; attached two-car garage at northeast elevation and recessed from façade; asphalt shingle 
roofing.  
 
29. Callender House, 12 Faculty Drive, Noncontributing building, 2003 
 
Two-story, side-gabled, double-pile house on continuous brick foundation with two front-facing 
gables; gabled portico at front stoop sheltering half-glazed, two-panel wood door behind metal storm 
door and flanked with sidelights; faux half-timbering over stucco exterior; round-arched casement 
wood window and single and paired double-hung wood windows with simulated divided lights; 
three-sided bay window with double-hung wood windows with simulated divided lights at first-floor 
façade to left of front entrance; attached two-car garage at northwest elevation and recessed from 
façade; asphalt shingle roofing.  
 
30. Johnson House, 6 Faculty Drive, Noncontributing building, 2003 
 
Two-story, side-gabled, double-pile house on continuous brick foundation with two front-facing 
gables; gabled portico at front stoop sheltering half-glazed, two-panel wood door flanked with 
sidelights; screened porch extending to the north from portico; faux half-timbering over stucco 
exterior; round-arched casement wood window and single and paired double-hung wood windows 
with simulated divided lights; three-sided bay window with double-hung wood windows with 
simulated divided lights at first-floor façade to right of front entrance; attached two-car garage at 
southeast elevation and recessed from façade; asphalt shingle roofing.  
 
31. Coleman Duplex, 148 Asheville School Road and 2 Faculty Drive, Noncontributing building, 
2007 
 
Two-story, side-gabled, double-pile house, on continuous brick foundation; hipped porticos at front 
and side stoops sheltering six-panel wood doors; metal storm door at front entrance; faux half-
timbering over stucco exterior; paired and single double-hung wood windows with simulated divided 
lights; shed-roofed wall dormer; and asphalt shingle roofing.  
 
To the north of and at a distance from the campus core and behind/largely obscured from view by 
Walker Arts Center (32-35).  
32. Maintenance Building, Noncontributing building, 1997 
 
Single-story, gable-roofed, brick-veneered L-plan building. Offices in the wing that projects to the 
south; garage at the wing that extends from the north end to the east. Round vent in south gable end, 
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single-leaf personnel door in the east side of the office wing, garage door in the south side of east 
wing. The maintenance building is north of the service drive that leads from Smokey Park Highway 
to the parking lot north of the Walker Arts Center/Sharp Hall/Tyrer Center. 
 
33. Maintenance Garage, Noncontributing building, 1997 
 
Gable-front garage with plywood walls and vehicle access opening slightly off-center at front gable 
wall; open bays on the north side; and single-leaf personnel doors along the south side. The 
Maintenance Garage is immediately east of the Maintenance Building.  
 
34. Shed, Noncontributing structure, 1997 
 
Three-stall shed with concrete-block partial-height walls; shed-roof supported by wood posts set on 
concrete-block wall, allowing open space between the walls and roof; asphalt shingle roofing. Stands 
south of the Maintenance Garage.  
 
To the southwest of the campus core. 
35. Prefabricated garage, Noncontributing building, ca. 1974, 1995 
 
Prefabricated, side-gabled, single-story all-metal garage with three overhead doors. Stands at the 
west end of the parking area between the football and baseball fields, screened from view by a dense 
row of trees. Moved to this location in 1995; erected in 1974 and previously stood near the 
Maintenance Building. 
 
Integrity Statement  
Despite some changes on campus since 1996, Asheville School retains integrity of location, design, 
setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association. The school remains in its original location, 
on the wooded hilltops on the west side of the city of Asheville in western North Carolina’s 
Buncombe County. The historic core of campus—centered around Tudor Revival-style buildings on 
the north-south ridge that look southwest toward Mt. Pisgah—looks as it did in 1996 when originally 
listed and very much like it did in the Period of Significance, retaining integrity of design and 
setting.  
 
The three areas of new construction were sited with great respect for both the appearance and 
function of the historic campus core. The group of new faculty houses are in a heavily wooded area 
east of the core, on a dead-end street set apart from historically significant construction. The new 
dwellings are not visible from the previously listed campus buildings and therefore do not detract 
from their appearance or the overall appearance of the historic core. Similarly, the two new log 
cabins and climbing wall pavilion that serve the recreational program at the school have been 
grouped beyond the southeast edge of the core with similar existing properties, the stables and tennis 
courts. The cabins and climbing wall are easily visible from Bement House, itself situated at the 
southeast end of the heart of campus. This small group of new structures likewise does not detract 
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from the appearance of previously listed buildings or from the overall design or setting of campus. 
The addition of maintenance buildings and sheds follow the same pattern of placement at the 
periphery of the campus so as not to affect the appearance of or views from the historic core. The 
careful siting of new buildings ensure that they do not detract from the integrity of design and 
setting.  
 
Just as the setting and the overall historic campus remain the same, most contributing buildings are 
entirely unchanged, retaining integrity of materials and workmanship for Asheville School. While 
Memorial Hall, newly categorized as contributing, has had some changes since the initial listing of 
the campus, the work was done with great respect for the original design and materials, preserving 
original doors, exactly replicating window muntin patterns, and carefully repointing associated brick 
walls and stairs. New stairs and entrances were designed to complement the originals and the 
building remains in its original location. Changes to Memorial Hall, therefore, do not compromise 
the integrity of location, setting, design, materials, or workmanship at the building or on campus as a 
whole. The non-contributing Rogers Memorial Athletic Center’s large addition wraps around the 
original non-contributing building and remains low to the ground so that it does not detract from the 
view from the historic buildings at the ridge, thereby maintaining the district’s integrity of setting. 
 
Finally, the campus continues in its original and intended function, as a residential (and now day) 
school established in the early twentieth century. This continued use and the school’s stewardship of 
the property preserves the integrity of feeling and association both for the overall campus and the 
individual buildings. The placement of new buildings in functional nodes at the edges of campus can 
be seen as reinforcing the property’s status as a self-contained school, thus protecting the integrity of 
feeling and association. Collectively, then, the changes at Asheville School since its original listing 
in 1996 do not detract from the property’s integrity of location, design, setting, materials, 
workmanship, feeling, or association. 
 
Statement of Archaeological Potential 
The school is closely related to the surrounding natural environment and landscape. Archaeological 
remains, such as trash deposits and structural remains which may be present, can provide 
information valuable to the understanding and interpretation of the Asheville School. Information 
concerning institutional culture, as well as the spatial organization of outdoor activities and the 
character of daily life at the school, can be obtained from the archaeological record. Therefore, 
archaeological remains may well be an important component of the significance of the school. At 
this time no investigation has been done to discover these remains, but it is likely that they exist, and 
this should be considered in any development of the property.
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Section 8: NARRATIVE STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 
 
Summary 
 
Asheville School was listed in the National Register of Historic Places in 1996 with a Period of 
Significance beginning in 1900 when the school was founded, and ending in 1946, presumably 
cutting off at 50 years from when it was written. This additional documentation extends the Period 
of Significance through 1968, cutting off at 50 years from its preparation, as the school continued 
to reflect its significance in the areas of Architecture, Landscape Architecture, and Education 
beyond 1946. Although the school continues to function as an educational facility, its post-1968 
operations and development are not of exceptional significance and no more specific date could be 
defined to end the period of significance.  The expansion of the Period of Significance allows 
Memorial Hall, a 1947 building designed by Asheville architect Anthony Lord, to become a 
contributing resource, further illustrating the school’s commitment to hiring architects and 
landscape designers of local and national prominence to expand the campus.4  This document also 
serves to correct oversight in original nomination by including the 1937 coal burner shed, as a 
contributing building, and accounts for any changes to the campus made since the original 
nomination.   
  
Section 8 of the original nomination included a narrative through the 1990s, with brief coverage of 
the years between the late 1940s through 1996. This additional documentation provides additional 
information about the school’s operation in the expanded Period of Significance, now ending in 
1968, and a brief summary of events from 1968 to the present.  
 
Asheville School Updated Historical Background, 1947-present 
 
The years following World War II were generally a quiet continuation of the school’s operation 
until social forces on the national level prompted changes on campus. At mid-century, having 
completed an initial phase of development and growth with some transitions of leadership, the 
school was established enough that administration and students began reflecting on its history and 
character, honoring lost graduates with Memorial Hall and throwing a 50th anniversary celebration. 
Later in the period, the Civil Rights movement pushed the institution to look forward and begin to 
become more inclusive.  
 
The completion and dedication of Memorial Hall in 1947 came after decades of trying to fund a 
permanent dining hall. The Depression derailed an early attempt to raise money for a new 

                                                 
4 In the original 1996 National Register Nomination for Asheville School, the first endnote explains that the 
nomination should have been updated the following year in 1997 in order for Memorial Hall to be counted 
as a contributing property. The note reference mark is found within Memorial Hall’s inventory entry in 
Section 7, page 13 and the corresponding end note is in Section 8, page 16.  Bowers and Lewis, “Asheville 
School.”  
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building, then developments of World War II in Europe stalled a second attempt. Finally, the 
school could wait no longer and managed to raise funds from alumni in 1944 and 1945. The 
building, as described in the original nomination, was designed by Anthony Lord. Its dedication 
honored more than two dozen graduates who had died in war.5   
 
Other changes to the campus and in the school’s mission in the 1950s and through the early1960s 
were few and generally outlined in the original nomination. The school celebrated its fiftieth 
anniversary in 1950 with a weekend of events involving current students and alumni from nearly 
every class. In the fall of 1953, Asheville School began to accept day students, a move meant to 
strengthen and improve ties with the local community. By inviting more local southern students, 
the institution was shifting away from its identity as a boarding school for northern students in the 
south. In 1954, a new summer school program helped new boys adjust and let some current 
students review for and make up missed exams. Students initiated a drive in 1956 to improve the 
campus library and Headmaster Fall hired a professional librarian. In the early 1960s, James “Pop” 
Hollandsworth established a program to teach camping and rock climbing, taking advantage of and 
educating the students about the geography surrounding the school. Hollandsworth’s 
mountaineering program became an important part of school culture. Also in the early 1960s, 
Headmaster Fall reported to trustees that college acceptance was getting much more competitive 
and the school could “no longer assure any boy entry into an Ivy League school.”6 Perhaps in 
response, the school adjusted its curriculum from a broad educational focus to a stronger college-
preparatory program with fewer grade levels.7 
 
When Headmaster Fall reported to the board on rebellious behavior in the 1960s, it was perhaps a 
sign of a coming shift in the school’s culture. The sense of change and unrest felt throughout the 
country, as expressed in the Civil Rights movement, the anti-war movement, and the anti-
establishment counterculture, coincided with the aging of long-serving members of the faculty and 
administration. Southern boarding schools were contemplating integration and headmasters 
privately discussed the timing, probability, and process among themselves. Founded by 
northerners, Asheville School never had a policy of excluding black students, but, as Headmaster 
Tyrer related to another southern boarding school headmaster in September 1966, “Thus far, we 
have not had the qualified candidates apply.”8 

                                                 
5 Memorial Hall fundraising brochure and typescript of Memorial Hall dedication address, Memorial Hall 
file, Asheville School Archives, Skinner Library, Asheville School. 
6 Fall quoted in Ogden and Arborgast, 59. 
7 On the fiftieth anniversary, evolution into a southern school, and strengthening college-preparatory focus, 
see Steve Levin, Amid Rugged Mountains: The Asheville School Centennial History, 1900-2000 (Asheville: 
The Asheville School, 1999), 79 and 90-92; on day students, summer school, and the library expansion and 
hiring librarian, see Rosemary Ogden and Virginia L. Arbogast, Asheville School: An Informal History, 
1900-1975 (N.p., n.d), 54 and 55-57; on mountaineering program history, see “Mountaineering” page of 
Asheville School website, at www.ashevilleschool.org, viewed March 8, 2016.  
8 On campus mood, Tom Margerger, “The End of the Old Order,” Achievement (Spring 2016), 26-36; on 
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The following spring, highly qualified black students did apply and were accepted to Asheville 
School, thanks to the involvement of the Stouffer Foundation of Winston-Salem. Textile and 
tobacco heiress Ann Cannon Forsyth established the foundation in 1967 with the express purpose 
of integrating southern prep schools. The foundation recruited male and eventually female African 
American and other minority students, helped them select and apply to boarding schools across the 
south, and paid their tuition. Between 1967 and 1975, the foundation assisted 142 students in 
gaining admission to and attending 22 southern prep schools in North Carolina, Virginia, 
Alabama, Florida, and Mississippi. Ebony magazine published an article in 1975 about the 
program, quoting Mrs. Forsyth as saying “I don’t know how I came by the idea, but I remember 
remarking to a friend that it seemed as though the only thing in this country not yet integrated was 
the Southern, white prep schools and that I’d sure like to take a crack at it.” 9 Her son had attended 
a Northern boarding school with students of both races and Mrs. Forsyth felt strongly that 
integrating the southern prep schools could begin to equalize opportunity beyond the white elite 
and would help chip away ingrained bigotry. The Stouffer Foundation placed students at roughly 
ten schools in the first year of the program, performing a much-needed service by connecting 
black students with the formerly all-white schools.10 
 
The board of Asheville School was initially reluctant to accept students recruited by an outside 
group, but by 1967, it had decided to work with the foundation. That spring, anticipating the fall 
enrollment of Stouffer scholars, the board directed Headmaster Tyrer to remind parents of the 
school’s nondiscrimination policy “in order to avoid any possible disappointments or 
misunderstandings.”11 Three Stouffer scholars, Oliver Gilbert (Gil) Prince of Atlanta and James 
Alfred (Al) McDonald and John F. Dupree of Fayetteville, entered Asheville School in the third 
form, or ninth grade, in the fall of 1967. Prince and McDonald graduated in 1971; Prince earned 
honors as valedictorian. In his valedictory address, he alluded to both the sheltered nature and the 
exclusivity of campus life in his own personal experience with the school’s character. “I am 
leaving a world at Asheville School that is confusing: it is ridiculously unreal, but at the same time 
it is so poignantly realistic that it is frightening.”12 
 
By this time, there was a distinct feeling that the school was blossoming into a new version of 
itself. Tom Daley, that year’s salutatorian, expressed the student body’s desire to be of the world 

                                                                                                                                                                
report to trustees, Ogden and Arborgast, 70; John L. Tyrer to Spencer McCallie, Headmaster, McCallie 
School, Chattanooga, September 2, 1966, in Stouffer Foundation Correspondence 1966 folder. No 
information was located outlining admissions standards of the period.  
9 Forsyth quoted in “Southerner Aids 140 Black Students,” Ebony, December 1975, clipping in the Stouffer 
Files, Asheville School Archives. 
10 Ibid. 
11 Minutes of the Asheville School Board Meeting of April 22, 1967, in the bound volume of Board Minutes 
October 1964 through October 1972, Asheville School Archives. 
12 Tom Marberger, “The End of the Old Order,” Achievement (Spring 2016), 26-36. 
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and not separated from it in the bubble of campus. His speech is quoted in alumnus Tom 
Marberger’s 2016 article “The End of the Old Order,” published in Achievement, the school’s 
magazine.  

“ I believe that one of the most important accomplishments of our class is that we 
have helped bring about the demise of the old Asheville School and have 
initiated the work of the new school. We are the turning point at which the bitter 
negativism of the past three classes at the failure of the school to catch up with 
the present fades, and at which a new optimism, born of hope and understanding, 
has begun to pervade the school.” 13  
 

Tyrer agreed that the school was changing, stating in a letter to Ann Forsyth in 1970 that 
“Asheville School, happily, is a much different school as a result of the inclusion in our student 
body of these outstanding young black boys.”14 
 
Minority students, however, had more candid assessments of the program, many of which were 
expressed years later. Tyrer issued a questionnaire in 1994 to the school’s Stouffer Foundation 
students, perhaps in anticipation of the twentieth anniversary of the school’s integration. While 
grateful for the opportunity and the financial support, minority students recalled incidents of 
abuse, stereotyping, and ridicule from white classmates, parents, and some of the faculty. One of 
the first three African American students, Frank Dupree, did not return after his ninth-grade year; 
he experienced physical abuse during his year at Asheville School. Given Tyrer’s sunny 
assessment of integration at Asheville School, many of these transgressions must have gone on 
without his knowledge.15 
 
The transformation of Asheville School from an exclusive enclave for the sons of the established 
and the wealthy into a school that accepts boys and girls, boarders and day students, and students 
of diverse backgrounds took time. Tyrer’s overseeing of integration in 1967 was a significant step, 
but the process continued with the acceptance of girls in the fall of 1972. Girls initially attended as 
day students only; female boarders were first accepted in 1986 and a girl’s dormitory, Kehaya 
House, built in 1990. Tyrer also oversaw a campus master planning process and subsequent 
significant upgrade of facilities, adding the athletic center that enhanced the sports program and 
turning the old gym and pool building into a theater, art department, and music rooms. Tyrer 
remained headmaster until 1992.  
 
The school has seen two more headmasters since Tyrer’s tenure, William Peebles, headmaster 
from 1992 until 2002 and Archibald Montgomery since 2002. Since 2000 and under a new campus 

                                                 
13 Ibid.  
14 John L. Tyrer to Ann Forsyth, September 29, 1970, Stouffer Foundation Files, Asheville School 
Archives, 
15 On minority student assessments of their time at the school, see responses to “A Questionnaire for 
Stouffer Scholars,” Stouffer Foundation Files, Asheville School Archives; Levin, 112. 
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master plan, a focus to house more faculty resulted in construction of a new street lined with 
duplexes and single-family dwellings. The Paulson Outdoor Center, which includes a log cabin 
and sheltered climbing wall, represents the continued importance of the mountaineering program 
started in the 1960s.16

                                                 
16 Billy Peebles, “Campus News: Two New Faculty Homes Built (Two More in the Works),” Achievement 
(Spring 2001), 6; “Mountaineering” page www.ashevilleschool.org. 
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Photographs 
 
The following information applies to all nomination photographs. 
 
Name of Property: Asheville School (Additional Documentation) 
City: Asheville 
County: Buncombe County 
State: North Carolina 
Photographer: Cynthia de Miranda 
Date Photographed: December 13, 2016 
Location of digital images on CD: NC HPO, Raleigh, NC 
 

1. Memorial Hall façade, view to NE 
2. Memorial Hall rear elevation, view to SW 
3. Memorial Hall northwest elevation, view to SW 
4. Memorial Hall reading room interior, view to NW 
5. Rogers Memorial Athletic Center, southeast side and rear elevations, view to N 
6. Paulson Outdoor Center and Log Cabin, view to SW 
7. Mary Wall Climbing Wall, view to NE 
8. Coal burner shed, view NE 
9. Laura House and Karen House Duplex and Ron Bromley and Dell Bromley Duplex, view to NW 
10. Johnson House, view to E 
11. Maintenance Building and Maintenance Garage, view to NE 
12. Shed, view to E 
13. Prefabricated Garage, view to N 
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